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INTRODUCTION
The object of this research is to analyze the Radar Cross Section ;
(RCS) of finite flat plates at high frequencies. The different physical
mechanisms which contribute to the RCS are carefully studied and their
i
important characteristics are explained.
n . ... . THESIS/ QISSERTATION ;Prior studies have-jsuffiere^j^seyg^^respects. First and foremost
significant mechanisms have been neglected, particularly for rectangular
non-rectangular and non-circular plates both for angles of incidence
in the principal and outside the principal planes. Second, the cost
may be prohibitive for such computations even for large modern day com-
puters for physical optics solutions for very large plates (in terms
of wavelength) particularly when multiple interactions are significant
and for Moment Method solutions where the size is increasing to the
upper limit that may be so treated. Third, and perhaps least signifi-
cant, fitting the shape of some non-rectangular plates with rectangular
patches in the Moment Method solution can lead to significant errors.
Several authors have analyzed the RCS from finite plates using
GTD techniques. One of the difficulties that they encountered is the
calculation of RCS at and near broadside. The Physical Optics Theory
(PO) was one of the first techniques used in estimating the RCS values
at or near broadside, but it fails to account for polarization dependence
for pattern regions beyond the main lobe, particularly for non principle
planes. The Physical Optics solution also becomes quite expensive to
run on modern computers for general shaped fins at higher frequencies
1st page Chapter end line
where the fin is largejnj:ej^ms_of_wayejeng|h.pa|)he
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of DTf'fraction ~('GT'D") has also been used in conjunction with the forward
scattering theorm to compute the fields in the direction of the shadow"
boundary for circular and square plates as did Keller [zol, Ryan [21]
and Millar [9-ll] . Ross SJLmQdifjied.pthe Geometrical Theory of Diffrac-
tion solution for the echo width of a perfectly conducting strip to
compute the RCS for rectangular plates using a particular normalization
procedure. In all of the previous GTD solutions, the RCS is only com- ;
puted in the principal plane.
t
The estimation of RCS at grazing incidence has also been discussed ;
in the literature. Ross \28\ provided measured data of RCS as a func- '
+ .
 f .. , .. . THEHSfe/ DISSERTATION , n !tion of the length of a-r-ectangu1ardRlateperHey, et. al [3l| , also pre- j
sented measured data for rectangular and triangular plates but did not
present an analytical model and did not describe the physical phenomena
that led to the unexpectedly high RCS.
In this dissertation, we will attempt to present techniques that
will enable one to compute the RCS at broadside and throughout the pat-
tern in any pattern plane. We will also present an analytical model
that will describe the physical phenomena contributing to the RCS at
grazing incidence. These new techniques will be used to analyze the
RCS of different plate geometries of different shapes.
Two basic methods are to be used to compute the RCS for plates.
The first method for analysis of scattering from plates is a well known
low frequency technique commonly referred to as the Moment Method (MM).
The surface currents and the resulting scattered field can be found
by enforcing the boundary conditions on the plate surface. One of the
first MM solutions applied to plates problems was the wire grid tech-
nique, developed by Richmond [l] , which employed a point matching tech-
nique. This solution required the determination of approximately 1001sc page Chapter end line r J
unknown currents per 5311 are _wave] ejigth jn osde^ a^tQtheptWj^ eg.gQidj^ e-
quately model the perfectly conducting surface. Richmond [2] has devel-
tA^ ^ _
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used to solve for the unknown currents. This solution still requires
approximately 100 unknown currents per square wavelength. Another ap-
proach is to divide the surface of the conducting plate into rectangular]
patches each having two onthogonatmnk-aownLComplex currents \3\. This
surface current patch approach reduces the unknown currents to about
20 per square wavelength. This allows .a larger plate to be considered.
However, this approach is restricted to shapes that can be fit by an
array of square patches. All these techniques are restricted to low
frequencies due to the limitations imposed by the vast storage and com-
puter time required for such computations, which result in a high cost
per data point. The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) and Equiva-
lent line source concepts are^  basically>Jrigh frequency methods which
are based on two canonical problems, i.e., wedge diffraction and infin-
ite line source radiation. Some examples where this method has been
used include determining the diffracted fields by a body made up of
finite axially symmetric cone frustums [4], the radiation patterns of
rectangular wave guides [5], and horn antennas [el. The MM solution
will be used in this dissertation primarily to provide data to be used
as a check on the GTD solutions developed herein. The author is in-
debted to Dr. Newman whose computer programs have been used to obtain
all of the Moment Method data presented here.
The basic approach used herein for the analysis of RCS of plates
is centered on using the Equivalent current technique in computing the
patterns including the main lobe region.
In Chapter III, the scattering from a perfectly conducting strip
is discussed in detail. The understanding of this problem is essential
in the analysis of RCS from plates.
Chapter IV discusses in detail the RCS pattern effects of the first1st page Chapter eno line
order interaction terms. Ir - - .
is compared to corner diffraction method. Note that the plate can have
an arbitrary orientation in space. iv/cr UHI.
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Chapter V discusses the effects of higher order edge interact io*ns~
on the E-plane RCS pattern for a general shape plate.
2 inch Chapter Line
In Chapter VI we present-a-det-ai-Ted-an-a-1-ys-is of the effects of
higher order interactions including the newly developed edge wave mech-
anism on RCS pattern computation for a rectangular plate. Both the
E-plane and off the principle plane RCS pattern analysis are considered
for a linearly polarized incident plane wave.
Chapter VII extends the previous analysis to the .E and H-:plane
pattern icomputatian"for' a^ trjarigul;af~p:l:ate'fv^^ (-)N
Typing Guide Paper
Chapter VIII discusses the cross poarization effects for a monopole
mounted on a plate. The analysis is based on the use of the newly
developed edge wave mechanism. Finally, a summary of the present study
is made in Chapter IX.
I inch
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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A. INTRODUCTION
\ An analytic method for computing the radar cross section (RCS)of
;a general flat plate for^(aMIsinci'd'eTfTtsankgTes, has been developed using
i; "Tyoinn Cuide Paoer
I the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) and the Equivalent Current
j
;(EC) concept. The GTD is a ray optical technique and it, therefore,
fallows one to gain substantial physical insight into the significant
physical mechanisms involved^™ the RCS. Accordingly, one is able to
determine the dominant diffraction mechansims for a given geometry.
The basic GTD and the EC concepts needed in order to achieve this goal
'are discussed in this chapter. In this dissertation, the far zoner
'(Scattered fields are treated, the plates used are flat and perfectlyji
!;conducting and the surrounding medium is free space.
dependence is assumed throughout and suppressed.
An ejtot time
IB. DIFFRACTION BY A WEDGE
The Uniform:Theory of ^Diffraction (UTD) developed by Kouyomjian"and
Pathak m is sufficiently general to handle the three dimensional
/effects of the flat plate with straight edges. Figure 1 shows the geome-
try used to evaluate the fields diffracted by a wedge. A source whose
radiated electric field is given by En(s) at the edge, is located at
155t page Chapter end line
. , ,, 1st page Chapter end line
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1st page Chapter end line
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Point .0 (p1, <!>', z1). This source can radiate a plane, cylindrical,
conical or spherical wave incident on the wedge. Kouyoumjian and
Pathak [?, 8J, have shown that the diffracted fields at P ( P, <f>, z) can
be written in a compact way if these fields are written in terms of a
ray fixed coordinate system. This coordinate system is centered at the
diffraction point QE, (or points of diffraction in case of plane wave),
this point is unique for a given source and observation points. The
incident ray diffracts as a cone of rays whose axis is the edge, such
that8 0-e-.
The orthogonal unit vectors associated with the ray fixed coor-
dinate system are defined as
I = -s';'
i I = Bl xi1
«o
i s = 3rt x <(>
A ° A
where I is the incident direction unit vector, and s is the diffraction
direction unit vector. The diffracted field .is given by [7, 8 ] ~:<-
(^s) ~ • DE(s, I) A(s) e-Jks (1)
|where
i
(2a)
and
sing
'))
(2b)
«l
jwith
F(x) = 2j
(6) = 2 cos2
dr (2c)
/WN* -(eA
(2d)
'where N~ are the integers which most nearly satisfy the equations:
2nnN - (3) = IT
and
iwith $"= £-• = <jT± <)>' .
The magnitude and phase of the transition function F(x) are shown in
Figure 2. When x is small, F(x) is given by:
(3a)
/-.»(3b)
F(x) ~ Ux - 2xej7r/£+ - | x2 e'j*I I 3 j
>and when x is large
' F(x) ~ 1 + j - 3 1 - i 15 1 + 75 l
i
,If n=2, the wedge becomes a half plane and the form for D . reducesi s >nto: i
DSjh(L,<j>,<|>'>f F(;kU
cos g'/2 cos 6 /2
(4)
The diffracted fields can also be written in a matrix form as:
D
A(s) (5
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The Ds coefficient is referred to as the soft scalar diffraction co±-
efficient when the soft boundary condition is used, i.e.,
wedgej
2 inch Chapter Line (6a)
and the Dh coefficient is referred to as the hard scalar diffraction
coefficient obtained when the hard boundary condition is used, i.e.,
I inch
f3E
wedge
= 0 (6b)
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
Note that the 3" terms ~a»?e>ias:soGiJatle'd faiWthe incident field and the 3"
terms are associated with the reflected field.
The spread factor is given by
A(s)=,
-==. plane, cylindrical, and conical wave
Vs • -A
* incidence.
.V
(7a)
vv
 s(s+s.) spherical wave incidence
The L is a distance parameter, which is dependent on the type of
illumination,7and is given by
2
s sin 3 for plane wave incidence.
L =
ss1
s+si for cylindrical wave incidence, and (7b)
?
ss' sin 3
s+s
-—trfiorptGoni ca-laandrspheri oaib wave incidence.
—. —= 1st page Chapter end line
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C. EQUIVALENT CURRENT CONCEPT
1. Introduction
2 inch Chapter Lino 4 I inch
The Equivalent Current (EC) concept has been used by many authors.
Millar [9-ll|, developed the basic idea as early as 1955, he used it j
to solve different problems such as diffraction ;fromapertures,_ fields i
along the caustic line, coupling through elliptical apertures. In 1968,
Ryan and Rudduck |l2J introduced the concept implicitly in a GTD so- j
lution. In 1969, the concept was formalized by Ryan and Peters [13-14J j
to:;6btain the same basiCFJLesiul/t ias^M:il;lfar7.AiBurhside and Peters [l5J !
used the concept to evaTu'a"t:e1 t^h'e'uax;ifalpRWrfrom a finite cone. They J
also corrected the misleading impressions generated in ll6J .
2. Equivalent Current Formulation
The UTD edge diffraction concept is suitable for the analysis of
geometries where diffraction appears to come from a single or group
of single isolated points along an edge. However, one must introduce
an integral approach when the diffracted field at some observation point
is the confluence of diffraction points on the edge. This point repre-
sents a caustic, in this case, the equivalent currents are used in con-
junction with a free space Green's function to obtain the radiated fields
In the analysis to follow, no interactions such as higher order diffrac-j
tion will be considered, although the method of equivalent currents i
allows these interactions to be included, as will be seen. The only
limitation on the usage of this concept is that the edge diffracted
fields must have the same spatial behavior as do the fields of the in-
finite line source, i.e.^==r . To compute the continuous diffracted
fields in the vicinity of such a caustic, an equivalent current is set
up on this edge and tneatedvas a-if;ini<te Vine source placed at the posi-j
tion of the finite edge.—Figured- fVTustrates^th'e geometry of'^ f'i'n'ite
wedge illuminated by a plane wave, where the caustic lies in the far
fte1"d~of~th"e""fTm'fe~ga'gS". Th~i s~wedge~of "length "JTw"i"Vl""be'Tonsl dered
JAI
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Figure 3. Finite wedge geometry.
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to be a segment of a wedge of infinite length (i.e., a two dimensional ,
" wedge). The equivalent current concept consists simply of determining :
I the current flowing at the position of the edge of the infinite wedge i
\ , . .. . .,. ... 2 icich .Chapte^ . Line .i (in the absence of the .wedge.)_-wh-i.ch-wou-l-d-pr-oduce the same diffracted
i field as the edge of the wedge. The component of the far electric
field of a Z-directed infinite electric line source JITJ is given by
re e
u -j;kz cos 6,
t
similarly for an infinite magnetic line source, one has
(8)
m e -J'kz cos
where: Z is the impedance of free space
Y is the admittance of free space
rt..-
k = - , X is the wave length
'and
(9)
= k" sin 3Q , p= s sin , z = s cos BQ. (10)
Figure 4 shows the infinite line source geometry, the Z component (i.e.,J
parallel to the line source) of the far fields is given by:
= -H0ssin|3
' -jkz cos 6n (ID
13
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Figure 4. Infinite line source geometry.
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m e sin -jkz cos B (12)
2 Y 2:^
The diffracted fields from an infinite wedge [7] are
'(n,^ 1) -i e
-jiks
sin
, and (13)
= S (n.M1)
2jrk sin
where
= R
__
+ R
(14)
14
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with R(n,\|») = sin *
COS f - COS
One can rewrite equations (13) and (14) such that
Paqo
1 inch
~
JV
COS
= 6 (n,,<|>,<j>r e-j:kz cos B0
(15)
(16)
where kt-, p are defined in Equation '(10)
Equations (11) and (15) and also Equations (12) and (16)
obtains
2j
siriz'e
and (17)
r m = 2 j G (n
YoK sin2 (18)
where the incident fields in Equation (17) and (18) represent the com-
ponents of the incident field tangential to the edge. So Equations
(17) and (18) are.
sin2 p. 'tan and
= 2J
Y k 'tan
(19)
(20)
i f - — _ ] V" "• T,~ '—'.—
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V
where E^gn and H? are the tangential components to the edge of the
incident electric and magnetic fields. One can now apply"the vector
potential?, functions given by 1 inch
. 1 (
- % I di
1 (21)
and
,-J*|r-r'| (22)
where L is the contour of the edge and r, r1 are defined as in
Figure 5.
The equation for the far zone scattered field is
= -Am A.trans (23)
and
trans (24)
where "E6 is the electric field due to T6 and H™ is the magnetic field
due to I™ with
/> rn
_ E ,^j "Fm 1iH: page Chapter end line
- 7— ana t = •$— -. . _ _ .( 25 )
-ptor -n'J V ) i i /
.in; Chaotf'r c-nJ In::
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OBSERVATION
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I inch
Fjigure 5. Definition of the radiation integral parameters.
•There has been some discussion'.about the use of the sin 60 term" <
'in Equations (19) and (20), particularly for the case of a straight
finite edge, where the observation point does not lie on the diffraction2 inch Cnaoter L-itw
cone. In this case, the-so-Tut-ion-f-a-i-l-s—t-o-s-a-t-rsfy reciprocity. Senior
18 has suggested that sin ft should be in the form sin g^ sin 3 where
the superscripts i and d refer to the incident and diffracted rays.
This seems to be a "best fit" but, since the configuration of rays de-
viates sufficiently from the canonical solution, it can only be con-
sidered as approximate. In reality, this difficulty occurs in that one
is now trying to represent a corner diffraction for the finite edge,
:.i.e., those observatiorffpai:ntrs/hot^n-yi'ng'^i'nAtrhTe:)usually conical bundle
of rays can be reached o^ r^^ s'^ iff^ cted by the corner. This
is not unlike the physical optics solution for a flat plate which also
fails to satisfy reciprocity since it,is forcing the physical optics
currents to represent the edge diffraction.
—17-
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D. DIFFRACTION BY A CORNER
A corner is formed by the intersection of a pair of finite straight
edges. Figure 6 shows the corner diffraction geometry. A new diffrac-
tion coefficient that handles diffraction from corners is needed. An
empirical solution is proposed by Burnside and Pathak [19 and is based
on the asymptotic evaluation of the radiation integral which employs
the equivalent edge currents that would exist in the absence of the
corner. The corner diffraction is then found by appropriately (but
at present empirically) modifying the asymptotic result for the radia-
tion integral which is characterized by a saddle point near an end point,
The diffraction coefficient is still in its development stages. How-
ever, it has been shown to be very successful in predicting the fields
diffracted by a corner for a number of plate structures. Accordingly,
it is discussed here inl£thiisa§gct3bnPaW h~a"sdbee"h°used to obtain some
interesting results. TRencornef~dTffFact"ed'rfiecl^i3assoc^§teS with ine
one corner and one edge in the near field^with spherical wave incidence
;i s~gTverT by" : ~~~
'0 .
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The function F(x) was defined in Equation (2c), and
a(B) =2 cos2 (B/2) where
(26c)
= > ±
v
L = s's"
(s'+s")
2
sin • _
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for spherical wave incidence.
2 inch Chapter Li
function DS h (QE) is a modified version of the diffraction coef-
icient for the half plane case (n=2). The modification factor
L a(,B)/X
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is a heuristic function,that.cinsures Lthat vthe [diffraction coefficienti I- u _..-* 1; > / i Ji~>--n . , , , / . . i.-iv.
will not change sign abrtipfcliyicwheniinit passes-through the shadow bound-
aries of the edge., i.e., the corner diffracted field will ensure the i
continuity of the fields as the edge diffracted field shadow boundary •
is crossed. In Figure 7, we show a corner formed by the intersection i
of two edges (a) and (b). With each edge there is a corner field compon-r
ent associated with it. While there is only one edge diffracted field
component due to diffraction from edge (b), diffraction from edge (a) does
lies on the edge extension. Another
,(a)
not contribute since O.la'
tion is shown in Figure 8, where both QpU/ and Qiu; lies on their edge
extension. Therefore, no edge diffraction field component is present.
Only corner fields will be present at the receiver. Observe that there
are two components of the corner diffracted fields present, one for each
of the coordinate systems shown. Figure 9 shows the case where edge and
corner diffracted fields from both edges are incident upon the receiver.
E. BROADSIDE ECHO AREA PATTERNS OF FLATE PLATES
;
 The broadside echo area of flat plate structures can also be com-
[puted by use of Equivalent Current (EC) concepts provided this is done
fquite carefully. It isjcapp^iJintctih^tjttheeECdcannot be used when
i •
a caustic and a shadow-or-reflection-boundary eothcidei^PTIvis^is1 be-10
jcause the EC is obtained from the far field diffraction coefficient
-(see Equations (19) and (20)), which1 becomes singular in the direction
,of the reflection or shadow boundary. Keller [20J showed that this sin-
gularity could be eliminated by considering the diffraction from points
on the opposite sides of tfieipl:ate'-'l('6r't/a1)e'rture). He invoked the For-
ward scattering theorm and used only the imaginary component of the dif-
fraction coefficient. Ryan J2]] used essentially this approach as did
Millar [9-llj to find the scattered field in the direction of the shadow
boundary for square and circular plates. However, there is an error
of a factor of two in Ryan's solution for the circular plate. Ryan also
used both a set of electric and magnetic Equivalent Currents which cor-
rected the error and leadf to(Cthe iC^ rrcect^ rjesuljt.;^ ]
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Careful examination of these prior studies leads one to a means
* I
of generating the fields in the direction of the shadow or reflection \
.boundary as has been achieved by others but also over the main lobe !
ithat is formed in the vicinity of this caustic. ',
Consider the plate shown in Figure 10. To compute the scattered
fields in the vicinity of the broadside, only the components of elec-
tric and magnetic currents perpendicular to the incident plane are used.1
This, in essence, is the same as representing the plate structure as
|being segmented into strips as is shown in Figure 11.
One must, however, inject a word of caution at this point. If
'the observation point from a straight edge is too far removed from the ,?
 ( |
space occupied by the actual set of diffracted rays, then the Equivalent,
3 ' I
^currents on that edge should not be expected to predict the fields at
•the observation point accurately. This has already been suggested and ',
is now done with the corner diffraction.
inch
The Equivalent current method will give results for the appropriate
regions of space near broadside that are accurate to within a one dB
which is acceptable in most RCS applications. However if a greater
accuracy is desired, one has to include the higher order diffraction j
contributions. An example of such a case is the scattering from an !
elongated plate as shown in Figure 12. The double and triple diffracted!
field components should be included in this solution to improve the
results. The above method of analysis is one of the reasons that the •
strip is to be reconsidered in some detail in Chapter III. Observe that
this approach eliminates the need to use Physical Optics (PO) or the
Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD) for this type of scattering.
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Figure 10. Equivalent Currents to be used in principle plane pattern
computation.
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Figure 11. Strip model.
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If one considers aimpnopole^on.^a 'perfectly conducting plate, the
field diffracted by a corner on the plate is given by Equation (26).
An interesting result is obtained if one considers the case when the
[monopole field is diffracted from the corner along the extension of
'the edge, as shown in Figure 13. In the following notation for C-.
' J
- the first subscript indicates corner i and the second indicates edge j.
inch
In this case, namely along the edge extension, the different para-
meters defined in Equation (26), i.e., s, s1, s", all will approach
infinity and 3 , 3 will approach zero. Using a limiting analysis
[22] , Equation (26) yiel'ds!;., ;-, /
8CQC)
(27a)
fwhere
'„(««)'
D(ew)
1 1
4
P-JV4 (1+cos 3 ) r
~ F °k
2Virk ' sin( 3^ /o ) L
2 incn (Sr.'apter Lino
sin | sin ^
cos % cos ^~
»
(27b)
Equation (27) describes a non-decaying wave which propagates on the
"edge of the plate, henc~e^ EtheSn'ame^ ledge^ 'rwa;v^ .TI(T'h'is edge wave is ex-
;cited by diffraction from"^ en c^o9niflcofDth°iesredge. This field satis-
fies the wave equation and the edge condition and therefore, is a valid
"solution for the fields propagating on an edge.
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Edge wave mechanism due to a monopole mounted on a plate.
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The derivation of Equation (27) and a detailed discussion of the
edge wave mechanism is shown in Appendix C. It is interesting to note
that the diffracted field across the plate is cross polarized with res-
pect to the field diffracted by the corner as is shown in Figure 13.
This cross polarization effect is a consequence of the edge wave mech-
anism. It is one of the primary sources that contribute to the cross
polarization field in scattering and antenna problems. This topic is
going to be discussed in substantial detail in Chapters VI and VIII.
*
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BACKSCATTERIN6 FROM A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING STRIP
The infinite strip problem is a simple one, because the strip is
the simplest shape which exhibits multiple diffraction from edges.
The understanding of the ,d.i-fferenlt.1mechaniIsmsrithat form the solutionI Ht:r> iS / D l.ooij-c^  I /-^ i 1^1 •<
for the strip will help to/fUoder,S;tan.d; andpso-lve other related problems.
The scattering of plane waves by a perfectly conducting strip has been
treated extensively. J. Free!and, et. al, J23j found an approximate
solution for the current on the strip and used it in conjunction with
the radiation integral to find an approximate current pattern which 1
is used with the 6TD pattern to construct a pattern which is accurate j
at all aspects. J.S. Yu, et. al., p 4] » used Sommerfeld's exact sol- j
ution [25] in conjunction with the reciprocity theorm and a self- ;
consistent GTD formulation to account for higher order diffraction to j
obtain the required radiation patterns for the H-polarized plane wave '
case. Reference 26 lists some of the more significant papers on the •
i '[scattering by a strip. The objective of this work is to compute the .
• . Ijbackscattered field pattern using the Kouyomjian-Pathak (K-P) form of the
diffraction coefficient and compare the results with the exact Mathieu
solution.
A. STRIP GEOMETRY
The perfectly conducting strip is assumed to have infinite length,
zero thickness and f iniite.- w-id.th. <-A^homogeneouSjrp-lane wave isI Cj C i^CAt^c; Oi idpi-^f y v^i iv_« i L|I7<_
* 1st page Chapter end line
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illuminating the strip with both tne TE and TM polarization cases
sidered. Figure 14 shows the strip geometry in which an infinite strip
is located in the X-Z plane where.a/x is the strip width. The angles \ incn2 inch Chapter Lin*"1
(<j>,4>') are the incident— and-seat-t-er-ing-ang-Tes—respectively and p, |
are the distances from edges (1) and (2) to the observation point.
The phase is referred to edge (1).
B. TM'Z POLARIZED CASE
A homogeneous E-polarized plane wave is incident at an angle <)>' ,
assuming that the pla¥eHwa^e3h/asUuh>i-tEampl/i:E"udeN then the incident field
can be written as: TyPin9 Guidc Paper
-4*- X
_ 1st page Chapter end lineFigure 14. Strip geometry. , _, . ,.3
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 i = l s t page Chapter end line
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jk(x cos <)>•[ + y sin <t>j (28)
For this case the only important (dii^rcac-tiMnComponent is the single
diffracted one from edges 1 and 2.The double diffracted component
is a slope diffracted wave which has a negligible contribution to the
total back scattered field. The general expression for the two dimen-
sional diffracted field from an edge is given by-'
1 inch
Ed = E1 (Q) Ds e -
_ . f. ,__ ^ A _ „ /
, where (29)
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D is^the 'soft ordinary scalar diffraction coefficient given by:| 3 :_ - -
. -JTT/4
D -
where
1
cos 8~/2
1
cos $+/2
(30)
and s is the distance from the diffraction point to the receiver and
E-(Q) is the value of the incident field at the diffraction point Q.
The backscatter case <|>=<J>' and Equation (30) reduces to
D =
S
-JTT/4 -*5
.; i
);COS
(31)
the field diffracted from edges (1) and (2) are given by
(32)
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where the subscripts (1) and (2) indicate edges (1) and (2) such that
2 inch Chapter Lino l inch
-JTT/4
D 1
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-JIT/4
cos +1r ) ,
(1 - COS — ) , and
The total diffracted field is given by adding Equations (32) and (33) or
THESIS/ DISSERTATION v
-iir/4 Typing Guide Paper sin (ka COS < b H ) ~\,e ji  
2nk"'
:total
Jka cos $\
•f'
The echo width is defined |27J by
L = limit 2fip
Din
 sin   <J).j)
cos (ka cos <|)j) + j
cos <)>•!
(34)
(35)
Note that while Equation (31) becomes infinite as (|>'-»-900 (broadside). '•
Equation (34) remains finite since the "• . . term and the . , term'
. _ .I \ •. {_ IV.UO y-i UU.
cancel in the limit as <|>j-»-90 . Equation (34) then reduces to,
otal ka
-jkp
substituting Equation (36) into (35) one gets:
Lp (4>( = 90) « ka2
(36)
(37)
which is the required value as given by physical optics approximation.
It is the combination1of fhaeg i^i!ffralc1ifeld ffeld^fbm the two edges that
_ — _ =, 1st page Chapter end line
cancels this singularity.
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For this case, the homogeneous plane wave incident field is given \ jncn
by
2 inch Chapter Lino
jk
 (* cos * (38)
For the TB case it is necessary to include higher order diffraction
terms to obtain the required pattern.
The effect of these^iyelds .beepmes^ -iimRp.ritanjt as the angle of inci-
dence approaches grazingylnctdencede Tthepsiingle diffracted field is
obtained in a similar manner as in the TM case with soft, ordinary
diffraction coefficient D replaced by the hard ordinary diffraction
coefficient, i.e.,
5-JTT/4Dh =
COS
and the fields are given by:
H(2) = Dh2^3 C°S
with
e-J (1 + and
COS
.(2)
 = H 1
(39)
(40)
(1 - / .
st pagpQphnipter end line
. . ~ , 1st page Chapter end line
The total singly diffracted field is then given by the sum of (40) and
(A10.,_i.n_the_s.ame_manner_as_j.us.ti_dji:s.cus:s:ed,_i...e..,—
35 „ , ,,
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The double diffraction mechanisms are illustrated by rays in Figure
15. The field diffracted from edge (1) give rise to two rays which
are in turn diffracted from edge (2). The sum of the fields of these
two rays give the double diffracted field from edge (2), i.e.,
H(21) = Rl R (43)
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
where
a)
BOTTOM
SIDE
Figure 15. Double dlffFacTloTTfllir ESrtrfo)fenri?s9?oPhaa^r!fpfnd ltnc
,,_.. (a) Top side; (b) Bottom side.
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F L2kL
cos 6/2
cos 8~/2
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- <|>±<|>' and <)>,<)>' are as defined in Figure 16.
(46)
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The h factor in Equations (44) and (45) is introduced since the ray
along the surface is at grazing incidence. From Equation (46), one
concludes that
1 inrh
then
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H(21) = 2R1 = 2R2 ' and
H(21) = Dh D
e"jka
 ejka cos ^  e"jkP (47) i
5 Since reciprocity must hold for the doubly diffracted field, the doubly!
» diffracted field from edge (1), i.e., H^19x must be equivalent to i
!; Equation (47). The total doubly diffracted field is then givey by:
= 2
• V~^
jka cos
^ p
(48)
j where the superscript, 2d, indicates double diffraction.
Figure 17 illustrates the different diffraction mechanisms that
combine to give the triple diffracted field from edge (1). In thisi| case, the incident field on edge (1) is the doubly diffracted field
from edge (2).
H(121) = Rl + + R, + F1st Jpage^Ghapter end line (49)
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Figure 17. Triple diffraction field components for a strip.
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in a similar way, one finds that all 4 components are equal, i.e.,
= 4 R l (50)
where
J2ka -jkp
(51)
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The triple diffracted field fnom, edge,: (2\);ns obtainedj) ^multiplying—_
Equation (52) by
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So the total triple diffracted field is given by
2 inch Chapter Line-
H3d == 2 j sin (ka cos ^ ) Dh(a,o,<|>p Dh(,o,o)
e"J'2ka
 ejka cos ^ (53)
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where the superscriptT3^Eijdicateysst5iprlie-Xi|ffe,aP'tion. The sum of
Equations (42), (48), and'p(i53J (give's* theptotal backscattered field for
the TE/case. Note that at normal incidence, the total backscattered
field is dominated by the single diffraction term given by Equation
(42), which in turn, leads to the same value for the echo width given
by Equation"(37)..^
The sum of the singly, doubly and triple diffracted field compo-
nent is sufficient for computing the backscattered field for strip length
of wavelength and above. For smaller lengths, higher order diffractions
must be included. Note that the fourth order diffraction term is ;
given by
H4d = 2
e-j3ka e-jkp
V p
(54)
The derivation of Equation (54) follows the same procedure used for
the doubly and triple diffracted fields. A self consistent UTD solu-
tion for the strip which accounts for all higher order diffraction
;te>ms iVpresented in1 Appendix Chapter end line
' — , =, 1st page Chapter end line
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D. DISCUSSION
The data computed using the above analysis is compared with the
exact solution for a strj.p^ -lEagurSsffsSfSJ-llustrate the accuracy of
this analysis for strip widths 3x and 0.25X. In all of these figures,
the data is normalized to broadside level. Figures 18 and 19 show the
results for both TM and TE cases for a 3X strip width. The agreement
with the exact solution is quite good. The results in Figure 19 are
obtained by using diffraction terms up to the third order. Figures
20 and 21 show the TM and TE plane patterns for a strip width of 4.
The TE pattern remainsTinEa^eementEwliit'h^WeTe'xeret solution while the
TM pattern deviates appreciably 9b'rdfngPi;eSe6f incidence less than 40°
from edge on. This deviation is caused by the failure of our assumption
that the field diffracted from one edge to the other is a homogeneous
cylindrical wave. As the strip size gets smaller, the nature of the
diffracted field on the surface of the strip becomes more complex than
a simple homogeneous cylindrical wave. Figure 22 shows the effect of
adding the fourth order diffraction term to the results shown in Fig-
ure 21. This indicates that adding more higher order diffraction terms
will not improve our result near edge on.
Comparing Figures 20 and 23, it is noted that the TM pattern is
computed very accurately by just using single diffraction. This indi-
cates that even for smaller strip widths, the interaction between the
two edges is negligible and therefore, there is no need to include a
slope diffraction term to account for edge interactions. On the other
hand, comparing Figures 25 and 26, illustrating the E-plane single
diffraction term with their counterparts in the H-plane as illustrated
in Figures 23 and 24, one observes the similarity between the two.
Accordingly, one concludes that it is the double and triple diffraction
terms in the E-plane paWerrri^ thatPterga'te t-RS1 difference between the
E and H-plane patterns': --- ' -- ' -- " lst pa9e ChaPter end line
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Figure 18. H-plane echo width pattern of a 3X wide strip.
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Figure 20. H-plane echo width pattern of a A/4 wide strip.
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Figures 27 and 28 show the contributions to the E-plane pattern.
by the double and triple diffraction terms. For a 3x strip, the double !
diffraction term is only needed for incidence angles up to 40° and
triple diffraction to 10° frdmlceHg'gho"h0.t:eiThleihnfqh value obtained for |
these two terms for a 0.25X strip makes it necessary to include higher
order terms to offset this increase.
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H-PLANE BACKSCATTERIN6 FROM PLATES
A. PLATE GEOMETRY
Figure 29 illustrates the geometry used to define the plate which
is assumed to be perfecy^ p^ duc^ n^ an^ o/^ z^ pj thickness. The plate
has N edges with the
1 inch
e
P =
 X
P
e
P =
, p = 1, 2, . . . , N , and
C
P
 =
 VP
(55)
(56) [
where c is the position vector of the pth corner and
thThe p edge unit vector is then given by
s . (VrxP) - (
is its length. '!
or
e
p =
 x
p
 x z
p
z (57)
jThe plate normal unit vector and the binormal unit vector to the;p
'~
J
-"!§ are defined, respectively, by
"
 epx ep+l
n = .-£—.f— = n x + nv + n,z
** jf f~ (58) ;
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and
n x e
n x e
p
= b (59)
B. EQUIVALENT CURRENT FORMULATION
The analysis of backscattering in this chapter from plates is done
using the Equivalent current principle discussed in Chapter II. The
H-plane pattern is analyzed here by using the first order edge diffrac-,
tion fields to formulate^6,^1^1 ent .cur^en.ts^which are given by?
and
m
'(I) (H
1
(60)
(61)
The derivation of Equations (60) and (61), and the definition of the
different parameters is shown in Appendix (B). In these equations the ;
subscripts of I'JU indicate the order of diffraction and the superscripts
indicate current type, i.e., the electric or magnetic currents. ;
i
The backscattered field is computed by substituting these currents !
into the radiation integral. The RCS is computed by using
a,:=lim 4irr -LM, .
 (62)
,It should be noted that Equations (60) and (61) are valid for computation
of principle E and H plane patterns. For any other pattern cut, as '
the one shown in Figure 30, one has to use the components of the Equiva-
..1st page Chapter end lino
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where the unit vector e* is defined as a unit vector normal to the plane of
incidence, i.e.,
e* =
fl x n|
(64)
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where I is the incident Tnft'rvec(t;6rdand hlpfsrthe plate normal unit vector
defined in Equation (58).
This use of Equivalent currents is necessary since the far field
diffraction coefficient of a single edge becomes singular as the observa4
tion point approaches a shadow or reflection boundary. A diffraction
from a second point in the incident plane is required to remove this
singularity as was done earlier for the strip (see Equation (36) ).
A physical representation is that the plate takes the form of an array
of strips parallel to the incidence plane.
Therefore, only the components of the Equivalent Currents perpen-
dicular to the incidence plane need to be considered.
C. BACKSCATTERING FROM RECTANGULAR PLATE
Calculating the backscattered field from a perfectly conducting
plate has been investigated by several authors. Ross [28J has applied
the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction and physical optics methods
to predict the RCS of ^^on?iuct'ii^hrget:anglilcar1'pl::ate. His results were
. . . . -.-.—.. .~-f 1st oaoe Chapter end. limein agreement with measured data except for regions near £dge on incidence.
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One of the reasons for the failure of his solution is the use of a plane
wave diffraction coefficient for the higher order diffraction mechanisms!,
Yu \29\ improved the result for a rectangular plate by using the technique
r "i •
developed by Ufimtsev[30], whorifsued"frbWrfirform'tylindrical waves in
conjunction with the reciprocity principle to describe the secondary dif-
fraction. His solution also did not include a necessary edge wave mech-
anism. This problem is also to be discussed in this section for the
RCS of thin rectangular plate at grazing incidence as a function of
plate length and vertical polarization. Hey, et. al Isij and Knott,
et. al [32! have reported measured data for flat plates two wave lengths
in width and lengths asr|_smajllsas p^OJ^^nid^Sy-jl^ ng as 7X. Ross \28\
also provided an emperica-lyl-ytrderdiv.edicequ'afoi.on to fit the measured data.
Finally, a set of different shaped plates are studied. In several in-
stances, the edge wave mechanisms have not been included and this will
be noted as is appropriate.
1. RCS From Thin Rectangular Plate Illuminated At Edge On
1 inch
The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 31. A rectangular j
plate of length -^ and width r- is located in the x-y plane, and is ilium- j
A A
inated at edge on by a plane wave of unit amplitude and polarized parallel
to edges 2 and 4. The term
incident field is given byQ
 C. . defines corner i on edge j. The
' J
E1 = x (66)
As this field is diffracted from corner C-,.,, it excites an edge wave.
Over the surface of the plate, the field of this edge ray is^of Bourse,;
polarized perpendicular to the plate. This field illuminates the back
edge. The field diffracted back y this edge interacts with
the front edge and cornejiS iC.viiea^ G.x^ p fJgyrel(32 illustrates the dif-
r" iJI ' fo ""* "^
ferent interactions that contribute-to, the ibacbjsi&atter.edttfne^di.d Ob-c:
serve that the second corner diffraction is required to convert the
z-po-l-ar-i-zed-f4el-d-on-t-he-surf-ace-b^
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Figure 31. Edge on case geometry.
> state. Also, these z-polarized fieljds on the surface of the plate will
fyield a strong cross polarized component for some non-grazing incidence
and radiation angles. This cross polarizing mechanism has not been C?
'studied in detail at this ?imgcplitci:h''eott?ech'nigue,s developed herein are
'\
directly applicable to it.
Figure 32-a illustrates the interaction between corner C,, and
iitself. The different parameters shown in the figure are defined by
I
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ihe value of the edge wave field at the back edge due to corner
is given by.
2 inch Chapter/ * • / \ '
inch
^ . (67)
n i -v/^ T^
where D;ew' is defined in Equation (27). Using the Equivalent currenti n
concept, one can find the field due to the back edge. This field, in
turn, diffracts from corner C and radiates,, the-desired x-po.larized; '-
f ield-component, given -by,
Ed = _l
x
J2ka
IT sinB
-jks,
dx1
(68) i
[The mechanism consisting of diffraction from corner C^ to corner C21
back to corner C^ and hence to the source is inherent in Equation (§8).
:
 course, there is a similar component that comes from corner C/,^ .
 ;
The interaction between C,, and C,,, shown in Figure 32-b is found '
X X fo i
in a similar way. In this case the field diffracted by the back edge
is diffracted also by the front edge. The necessary parameters shown '
in Figure 32-b are defined as follows:
s2=V77^
3r = tan""1 -£-C2 a
•and s,, Br ,1 i LI are as defined before.
(The backscattered field due to this interaction is given by
.! 1st paqc Chapter end line
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A similar expression holds for the interaction between C»3 and C,,.
The third field component shown in Figure 32-c is the edge diffracted
field from the front edge.. .It is evaluated by using the Equivalentl y ping Uuide Kaper-7 3 ^
current method and the field is given byfj
E
d
 = b_
 ej2ka e;
A o
(70)
The total backscattered field is obtained by summing up all the three
different components. ' "
2. Discussion
Figures 33-35 show the results for H-plane pattern (E -polariza-
9
tion) for three different square flat plate sizes. The results are
compared to measurement data as well as results obtained by Ross [2£J.:
solution include'd higher order diffraction terms. His calculations are
good everywhere except near grazing incidence. This error is caused by
the use of plane wave diffraction coefficients which become singular
near grazing incidence in the higher order diffraction terms formulation.
ie;: equivalent, current solution as developed herein overcomes this
difficulty as shown by the good agreement with the measured results.
Figure 36 shows the H-plane RCS pattern for a 3x x 3x plate. It is com-1st page Chapter end line
pared with a moment method solution using surface patches..modeLrde,velopeir
 _ - — —. . . . , , ., . _2 liit pclCjC/ Oi idpcur c;i lO i n It; r
by Newman |33J . . For "near-edge ork incidence', .the two solutions give
results which differ significantly.ivJ'hei.reas.on_i.s_that_h-i.gher— or-der-
diffraction terms and the edge wave mechanisms discussed earlier
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have not been included in the solution. A three dimensionali
plot for the RCS from a 2\ x 3x rectangular plate (E polarization)9
is shown in Figure 37. Again, only Equivalent currents corresponding
to first order interactions ar'ehu&etclat>6cgen'erafte the data shown.
As will be shown in Chapter VI, the higher order interactions play
a very important role in RCS computations in pattern cuts other than
the principal one. These interactions are not included in Figure
37. Figure 38 shows the RCS of a rectangular plate illuminated at
edge on. The plate width is 0.53x. The results are compared with
measured data obtained by |321, and the results are in good agreement
for plate lengths 3X and^ tx^ ve./ fA^ h^e^ ow.e^ Sjj-zes, the agreement
is in error by several decii:brli§st3uT<hdsFtn;dticates that for small plate
widths and lengths, higher order interactions that involve other corners
become significant and should be included in the solution. This be-
comes clearer if one compares Figure 38 and Figure 39. Figure 39
shows the results compared to measured data obtained by [Si] for a
2\ plate width. Over the same plate lengths range, i.e., (2x - 2.6x),
the peak to peak deviation is about 0.5 dB in Figure 39, while it
is about 2.5 dB in Figure 38. By examining Figures 38 and 39, one
notices the rapid change of the fields near a pattern null. This
behavior makes the results more sensitive to measurement alignment er-
rors in that region of the pattern. The computed results for the
null value in both Figure 38 and 39 is in error by several decibles.
| Note that the measured results span the computed results at -^ = 2.4,
A
which indicates an alignment error in the measured results. In Fig-
ure 40, similar results are presented for a 2x plate width. The agree-
ment is good which indicates that the dominant mechanisms for large
plate sizes are the ones discussed earlier.
D. BACKSCATTERING FROM A GENERAL SHAPE PLATE
1st page Chapter end line
In this section,-the-RCS-patterns-of djffe&ejit cty.peseof <p-l<a'tesi<are
analyzed. Northrop [34J analyzed the plate shown in Figure 41 by
subd-i-v-i-d-ing—i-t—int-o-a-number-of^stTfpKST-^T-he-scattertng~fromne"a"c"h
1 inch
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'Figure 41. Northrop Fin.
of these strips was obtained using Ufimster's strip solution and then
i summing these to give the scattering from the plate. This model has
j two disadvantages: i
i \
\ 1. As the plate geometry changes, one has to find the optimum
number of strips that give satisfactory results.
2. If a pattern cut other than the principle plane cut is
required, the modification of the strip model is not a simple
task.
The Equivalent current method usedito analyze the different types
of plates overcomes all of these difficulties. While the Equivalent
current model used in the region of the broadside lobe is in essence
a modified version of the strip model, this model reduces to a much
173
V4 inch
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simpler model for other regions of the pattern. It becomes a simple1"
set of line currents around the perimeter of the plate which are used
in conjunction with a free space Green's function. Thus, the RCS
2 inch Chapter Line
patterns of these Equivalent—eur-r-ent-s-ean-read-i-ly be computed for
any observation point. The results obtained by this method for the
H-plane pattern (EQ polarization) is shown in Figure 42. The solutionw
actually traces the solution obtained by Northrop and is in good agree-
ment with their measurements. In the region near edge on, i.e., 0 <PH<30
,arid' 150°<PH<180°, the Equivalent current solution differs from measure-
ments. This may require the use of the edge wave mechanism. It was
found that at such h1glil-fice'qiien/cies?S(a7i7"6v6"riz')IV the RCS patterns
are extremely sensitiveTop6PT?ent1a't'i'on. TnrFigure 43, the results
obtained by rotating the plate in the x-z plane by a mere 2.5 are
shown. A drop by 10 dB is obtained at PH=0°.
The principal H-plane RCS pattern is dominated by the fields
diffracted by the front edge. In regions near edge on, the Edge wave
mechanism gives a significant contribution. This is seen in Figure
42 (150 <PH<180 region) and also in Figure 44 which shows the princi-
pal H-plane RCS pattern for Northrop fin at 9.067 GHz compared to
measured results obtained by Mr. Chu [35] . Good agreement is ob-
tained and one notes the existance of ripple in the angular region
0 -60 , which is caused by the edge wave mechanism that is not yet
included in our solution. Figure 45 shows three different modifi-
cations to Northrop fin. The effect of these different modifications
on the H-plane RCS pattern is clearly seen in Figure 46 which shows
the H-plane pattern for these plates compared to that of the Northrop
fin. One notices that a small change in the angles between edges
results in more than 13 dB reduction in RCS in these planes. Of course,
this reduction is achieved at the expense of an increase elsewhere.
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The following results to be discussed demonstrate the versitilvty
and power of the Equivalent current method. Only first order diffrac-
tion Equivalent currents are used to compute the results. All plates
2 inch Chapter l_ino .
are located in the x-z p-1-ane-and-t-he-H-p-l-ane-RGS pattern is computed
in the plane 9=90°.
Figure 47 shows a plate with a curved edge smoothly connected
to a straight edge which forms a triangular type junction. The model
used in the analysis is shown in Figure 48. It uses three straight
edges to model the curved part of the original plate. Figure 49
shows the H-plane RCS "patTterrP ('EUproTaV-izlfi^ riprfor this plate and
the agreement between ca'lcu1St'ecl:7lahd0mea^!ured data is quite good.
The deviation between the two results, especially as one approaches
Ithe edge on case, is due to several factors. The first is probably the
effect of the finite curvature of the curved edge which is not accounted
for in this particular model. The second factor is probably the higher |
order interactions such as edge wave mechanism and multiple diffractions.
i
between edges. Figure 50 shows a plate which has no straight edges. !
The plate model used in the computation is shown in Figure 51. It uses !
18 edges to model the curved edges of the original plate. Figure 52
I
shows the computed H-plane pattern compared to measured data. In the
region 90°<PH<1800, the computed results are quite good. It predicts i
quite closely the general behavior of the lobe structure. However, in j
the region 45°<PH<90 , our model does not predict the deep nulls shown
in the measured data. It is our understanding that this lobe structure
results from a creeping wave like mechanism associated with the edge
curvature. Such mechanisms give rise to two waves which interact with
each other to give the deep nulls observed in the measured data. Again
the failure of this model to simulate the finite edge curvature is pro-
bably the cause of the deviation between the two results. As a first
approximation, one can1ffsei?fKe0edgea'w1ave fm?cha1n"fsm to simulate the ef-
_ . _ _ ____ -, i'-,t oaqc Chapter end linefects of the finite curvature of an edge. Such a method has not yet
been included in our solution... . ..,
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Figure 50. Geometry-for a plate with no straight edges (Actual size),
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The final plate analyzed is the one shown in Figure 53. This
plate involves a large triangular section. The H-plane pattern is
shown in Figure 54. The computed results are compared to measured
2 inchi Chapter Lirvjdata and good agreement-i-s-obta-i-ned.—T-he-dev-i-ation between the two
Paqo
I results in the region 0°<PH<30° is probably due to higher order inter-
jactions involving the edge wave mechanism. Such interactions are going
ito be discussed in the following chapters.
1 inch
IE. BACKSCATTERING FROM A DISK
The closed form sol-utlionsfbnJst'atite'r'rn'gTfipom1 a perfectly conducting
|thin circular disk has bee'rP^aiv'ai-l'abl'g flfrPfnahy years [36,37j. Several ,
{authors worked on a more efficient way to calculate the scattered
ifield. DeVore, et. al., JJ38J , succeeded in reducing the difficulty
|in obtaining the Eigenvalues for oblique incidence. Bechtel [39J
;used Keller Geometrical Theory of Diffraction to compute the disk
JJRCS for both principal polarizations using first order diffraction,
mis results were in good agreement with measured data for angles less
than 30 from broadside. For angles greater than 30 , his E-plane
ipatterns deviate considerably from measured data. This is due tojj^
neglecting the higher order interactions. The H-plane pattern, on
Jthe other hand, deviates from measured data due to neglecting the
ieffect of creeping waves for near edge on incidence as discussed by
'Ryan, et. al [40J . A more detailed list of references concerning
scattering from a disk is shown in [261 .
In this section we use the Equivalent current method to compute
the H-plane RCS pattern of a disk using the Equivalent currents corres-
ponding to first order diffraction. The geometry of the problem is
shown in Figure 55. A disk of radius a is located in the y-z plane.
The pattern cut is take^ptin^the Py^l(affe.encThelrd:isk is modeled by
a multi-sided plate. Figure-56-shows-tw5 pi3ate>amocde9sh;a^tnThasC8 UnC
sides and the other has 12. The number of sides used is limited by
... ' t\- \ Ifi.'.f **i\ f\
its electrical length which should be of the order of a wavelength.
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Figure 53. Plate geometry. Dimensions in centimeters.
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.Figure 54. Eg, 0 = 90° RCS pattern for the plate shown in Figure: 53.
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Figure 56. Disk models geometry.
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The results presented in this section are all compared with an
exact solution obtained by using a computer code made available by
Professor Hodge UlJ. This exact solution is based on Andrejewski ' s
rigorous eigenfunction sofut ififihto;itPie'L'df sl< ~ sc'atteri nq problem. The '
first order Electric Equivalent currents are used to compute the H-plane
pattern from the two disk models shown in Figure 56 for different plate
sizes. Due to the symmetry of the problem, the pattern is computed for
pattern angles between zero and 90 degrees. Figures 57-58 show the H-
plane RCS for the 8 and 12 sided plates respectively. The plate size
is ka=8.28. The results are compared to Bechtel 's Solution [39J where
he used Keller's Geometn^aljcTheq^yc^oJ^p^ff/Csctiiqn to compute the disk
RCS as well as the exactrsp.lutjioiii.iidBothatsoTutions are in good agreement
with the exact one in the main lobe region. As one moves the incidence
angle toward edge on incidence, both solutions start to deviate from
the exact case. This is due to the fact that in the region near edge
on, the creeping wave mechanism J40J contributes extensively to the RCS
pattern. Our solution does not include this mechanism. Hence, these
results would indicate the angular extent for which the creeping wave
is significant. One could use the forward scattering of the edge wave
mechanism to simulate the creeping wave effect. However, the corner
diffraction coefficient does not adequately treat this case as yet.
Figures 59-66 show the H-plane pattern for different plate size and
for both models. As the plate size is increased, the 12 sided plate
model gives better results than the 8 sided plate model in the range
0°<PH<50°. This is because the 12 sided plate models the disk more
closely than the 8 sided one, as the plate size is increased. Note also
that the 12 sided plate always gives a lower level at edge on compared
to that of the 8 sided plates. This is due to the edge size which is
smaller in the 12 sided model. The results shown in Figures 57-66 are
computed in a pattern cut that passes through the plate edges as shown
in Figure 56. Figures -le/c-eSjcShowji-tJj^ t^ esul^ ts ;qb,t-ained for two plate
sizes, ka=8.28 and 20,-for-the -case* when=thet palter nCcut^ ti.-s^ t'ake'nl&uch
that it passes through two plate corners in a symmetrical way. The region
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Figure 57. Efl, 9 = 90° RCS pattern for the 8 sided disk model
(ka = 8.28).
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Figure 60. EQ> 8 = 90° RCS pattern for the 12 sided disk model
(ka = 8.59).
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near edge on is still in error which indicates the importance of in-*
eluding the creeping wave contribution to complete the solution. Some'
I slight improvement in the region away from edge on is noted. In
Figure 69 and 70,-;ouKresuTt cqmput&cf usjngjbhe 12;s4ded;.disk ;''•••' •;> j
model is compared to a solution provided by Mr. Chu W2J , in which he
|used the Equivalent Current method to compute the RCS pattern by inte-
grating numerically over the disk rim. His solution does not include
ajjthe creeping wave contribution. Figure 69 shows the results for ka«8.28.
jThe Chu solution traces the GTD solution obtained by Bechtel while in
Figure 70 the results for ka=10 are shown. The Chu solution gives bet-
ter results in the reglon-^^PH^Oy^hi^hyind^-ates that using a
disk model with more edgespGil^se^uresemklesrthe actual structure and
provides better results.
F. COMPARISON BETWEEN CORNER DIFFRACTION AND THE EQUIVALENT
CURRENT METHOD
J As was shown in the previous sections, the Equivalent current
[method gives adequate results for RCS computations. This method gives
jjits most accurate results in the principal plane, since the radar
x
[l ies on the cone of diffracted rays. As the radar is moved offji|the principal plane, its direction is moved away from the specular
I,
;one, and accordingly, one would expect that the first order Equivalent
Jcurrent method results would become weaker as one moves further away
I from the principal plane and other mechanisms would become moresignificant.
In this section, the use of corner diffraction method is discussed
as an alternative way to the Equivalent current approach to compute
the contribution of first order diffraction to the RCS from plates.
1st page Chanter end line
The corner diffracted-f-iel-d-|-l-9j—was chi scus<s,ed (gar-il'-rer." wnOhapter
II. For the case of far field and plane wave incidence, Equation (26)
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tan 6.
STT
1£ _ / 8j_
 e-jir/4
k
(71)
(72)
and
_ -e-JTT/4 '1A
cos23. COS cos23.
substituting Equation (73) into (72) one obtains
J tan
°s=
;h 3, cos <t>
! Equations (72-74) were obtained by substituting
; [_=«> , Lc = « !
land
(73)
(74)
<(,=<(,'
The definition of all the different parameters can be found in Chapter
II, Section D. ;
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For the special case when;rBQ = p Equation (74) reduces to_give
c •
, s ATI \
h 4 J 2T?k' \ cos <|) / (75)
The above Equations were used to compute the RCS for some of
the plates discussed in sections D and E. The plates are located
in the x-z plane. The H-plane (E polarization) is computed in the6
x-y plane. The results are compared with those obtained by using
the Equivalent current method. Figure 7=1 shows the RCS pattern for
a 2A square plate. The pattern is taken in the principal plane
(9=90°). The agreement between the two methods is excellent as one
would expect. Figures 72 and 73 show the RCS con.ical patterns for the
same plate. •• The patterns were taken for Q=6Q\ and 9=30°':respec-
tively. The two methods agree well in the main lobe region. They
start to deviate in the side lobes region especially as one approaches
edge on incidence. The reason for this difference is that in the
Equivalent current method, the three dimensional behavior of the scat-
tered fields is computed through the radiation integral. One would
question its accuracy in predicting the fields level as the receiving
point is moved out from the main lobe region of the radiation integral
pattern as is shown in Figure 74. 'In the corner diffraction method,
the three dimensional effects are taken care of by the transition
functions involving 3 and B . Even though the two methods give
c o it» i
two results that differ in the side lobe region, this difference is
not going to affect the final results, since in this case, higher
order interactions contribute significantly [to all regions of the RCS '
pattern.
 ViThi:s isr.toibe discussed,isnemore detatl^in?Chapter-V and VI.
Figure 75 shows the H-plane RCS pattern for the plate shown
in Figure 56. The agreement ^ between ,-the. t^wpr,methods is good ',
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jj-for the entire pattern. Figures 76-77 show the H-plane RCS patterns
for a disk for two sizes, ka-8.59 and 9.45. The pattern cut is taken
ithrough two corners in a symmetrical way. Figures 78 and 79 show the\{same data for the case when the pattern cut is taken through the edges
as shown in Figure 56. The agreement is sufficient for engineering
applications.
Finally, one should note that when using the corner diffraction
method to compute the fields in the H-plane case, the pattern angles
should be displaced by some small numbers, i.e., PH + e, and 0 + e2
Thi:s "technique follows thewhere and e? are
same reasoning used in-Cd'apter TII~to-obWffHhWie9<H%Vue a£dbroacls i de
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6. SUMMARY OF H-PLANE BACKSCATTER ANALYSIS
The analysis in this ^iss.e^tajfiianjtis, bte 1,11.9 introduced sequentially
according to the complexity. TFi"s~chapter focuses attention on the H-
jplane patterns where the Electric field vector is oriented perpendicular
!to the plane of incidence.
1 inch
The techniques used to obtain the broadside RCS in the H-plane are
njin general applicable for any other plane. The major developments for
this broadside RCS analysis being the orientation of first order Equiva-
lent Currents taken perpendicular: to~the incidence plane and then simply
"l yping Guide Kaper r
lusing the accuracy of the computer to remove the singularity at near
jnormal incidence. This makes it possible to approximate the broadside
;RCS with good accuracy.
It would be expected that the near edge on incidence RCS is dominated
by the leading edge of the plate for this polarization and in general j
[this is found to be true exclusive of creeping wave type of phenomena, i
\>jjThe effect of such creeping waves are evident in the RCS patterns of |
|the circular disks for PH near 90°. However, for rectangular plates
Swhose leading edge is longer than the edge parallel to the direction
0 *
!|of propagation, the leading edge diffraction is the dominant mechanism.
.JEven here for smaller square plates whose dimensions are of the order ii
'of a few wavelengths, the multiple corner diffraction and edge diffraction
mechanisms become significant but not dominant.
However, as the plate becomes elongated in the direction of propa-
gation, these multiple corner diffraction mechanisms become dominant
terms and must be incorporated in the analysis. A later chapter will
discuss in detail the H-plane RCS patterns for a narrow triangular plate
1st oagc Chapter end line
where some rather interesting features appear. ~ „<_„ „ .
 14_ r t
— — .£_ , Er ist page Chapter end line
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A set of rather general shaped plates have been treated using ohTy"
the first order Equivalent Currents. For this polarization, it is seen
that in general this gives adequate results. The curved edges of these i
 inch2 inch Chanter Line . L_: j
plates have been modeled-by-st-r-a-ight—1-i-ne-segments. Variations from
measured results, while small, appear since creeping waves, edge waves
^multiple corner diffractions have not been included in the analysis,
'primarily because they are not dominant mechanisms. These more complex
{phenomena will be discussed in later chapters, particularly for the
ijE-plane patterns.
The one topic beyondEtheSscope'^oft't;Ri[sAdifs/se'rtation is the creeping
|wave analysis. The effelt'RJf^th^df'eep^^wave on the RCS is particularly
^evident in the RCS patterns for the circular disk for near edge on inci-
dence.
The following chapter focuses attention on the higher order diffrac-
tion mechanisms. These are particularly important for the E-plane RCS ,
patterns and become dominant mechanisms for non-principal plane patterns.'
I
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E-PLANE BACKSCATTERING FROM PLATES USING
HIGHER ORDER INTERACTIONS
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JA. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter IV, the-hejf4ect ^ t^he-fri^ st/^ o^ de^  interactions on RCS
!computation were discussed'.pirBieseiiiinte'ractnons generally involved only
/single edge diffraction terms. The fields associated with these mech-
janisms were sufficient for computing the H-plane pattern. The results
^obtained by using the Equivalent Current (EC) method or Corner diffraction
ijwere in good agreement with the measured results through out the pattern:
|Some deviation between the calculated and measured results were observed
h'n the near edge on region. These variations were due to the higher ;
order interactions to be discussed here and in the following chapters. !
In this chapter the interaction between plate edges shall be consid-ij
tered. This involves double and triple diffracted rays between edges.
;The EC method is to be used to compute their contribution to the RCS.
jThese two types of multiply diffracted interactions will be seen to be |Ijvery important components in the computation of E-plane RCS patterns.
i<
1 The incident field is assumed to be a homogeneous plane wave and
is given by
1st page Chapter end line
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(76) '
where
g = x sine cos; PH + y sine siri PH V + z cose
Figure 80} shows the plate and radars geometry. The plate is located in
the x-z plane. The E-plane RCS pattern is taken in the x-y plane.
B. EQUIVALENT CURRENT FORMULATION
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
Typing Guide Paper
The fields of the doubly and triply diffraction rays between plate
edges are computed by constructing the corresponding magnetic Equivalent
current and using it together with the radiation integral to compute
'the far backscattered field.
1 inch
In the analysis of these two mechanisms, one has to consider the
ishadowing effect between edges. In Figurer81-, an electromagnetic plane
THOBI^/ DISSERTATION
wave is incident on the .p .edge.,, the diffracted field then illuminates| tu i YPin9 i^ uide reaper . . ,
»a part of the q edge and in turn the field diffracted from the q
•edge illuminates part of the v edge. The method used to determine
the illuminated region on an edge is shown in Appendix A.
The Equivalent currents corresponding to the double and triple edge j
diffraction fields are given byy
I (•2j)
.-a
y0k sin sin (P)
> ( P ) . o
'°
-jks.
fe^ and
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Figure 80. Plate and% radar, geometry. ' lst Chapter end line
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(78)
The derivation of Equations (77-78) is shown in Appendix B. In
these equations the subscripts of lT2 3\ indicates the order of diffrac-
tion and the superscript indicates current type, i.e., the electric
or magnetic currents. Figur.e:-8£.defines the different parameters used,
(P) n(q)
 f t(v) defines the diffraction points on edges p, q,where Q
and v,respectively. /ThV edge'-',uni't<vec-tors arer e-^^e^-^e. for 'these e|dqes
I and s-i, s9 are the distances between these diffraction points. I and
I ^  i C.
id are the incident and diffracted unit vectors.
When .'one subjsti tutesf these currents •' into jthjl^radi attp^ :|ntegral ,
numerical • • 'integration has to- be-.u.sed to .evaluate Jit. Thejntegration is
carried out only over the illuminated part of the edge. Observe that '
there is a shadow boundary effect in the ray trajectories of Figure ;sr !
This could be circumvented by adding corner diffracted fields to the
fields incident on edge q (and subsequently to the field of edge v) as
is shown in Figure 83' and including these results in the Equivalent !
Currents. ^A pulse type integration scheme- was used in-computing" , j
the data presented in this chapter. •
One must observe that if the Equivalent Current is used only over
the illuminated region, then the integration will approximate the fields
from the diffraction caused by the resulting shadow boundary.
C. BACKSCATTERING FROM A GENERAL SHAPE PLATE
1st page Chapter end line
_.
 r , .. _ .. ___ „_..___ 1st oacje. Chapter end lineThe E-plane pattern for an arbitrary shape p-late is a more complex
problem than the H-plane case. This is because the E-plane is dominatedr
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by the back edge, accordingly interaction between the plate edges play—
an important role in E-plane RCS pattern computations. These become
quite significant for near the edge on region as has been seen earlier
for the strip. Only sinq1^e.irdoubfeh^Rd3t>tp^Tedqe diffracted fields
were considered, these were found to give adequate results for the geom-
etries used in our analysis, however, fourth order diffraction or even •,
higher may be included when dealing with smaller size geometries or when
considering patterns other than the principal E-plane. The EC method is
used in computing the contributions of all of these three mechanisms.
When computing the fields caused by the double and triple edge diffrac- '
tion, ray tracing technj^qu&s^us^b^cusedptojdejbermine the extent of the;
illuminated region on anredgegas3ineeded:>cf!orrthe numerical evaluation of
the radiation integrals associated with these interactions. The fields
diffracted from one edge to the other across the plate are assumed to be
plane waves.
Using these three mechanisms, the E-plane pattern for the Northrop
fin [34] shown in Figure 41 has been alanyzed. In Figure 84 our E-plane
RCS plane for the Northrop fin at 17.76 GHz is compared with their solu-
tion and also to their measured results. Northrop treated the problem
by breaking the plate into parallel strips. Our solution actually traces
the Northrop solution. But both solutions deviate from the measured
data near edge on regions. Considerable effort was directed to computing
the null value at PH=150°. It was found that the E-plane pattern is
extremely sensitive to orientation at high frequencies (17.76). This is
clearly seen by examining Figure 85 which shows the results obtained by
rotating the plate in the X-Z plane by a mere 2.5°, compared to the same
measured data. The calculated results in Figures 84, 85 span the experi-
mental results reported by Northrop. This explains the deviation between
measured and calculated results in the region 110°<PH<180°. However,
the deviation observed-] in. t(3ej
€
reg;io.npO?,<PH<c.5J)0HfiiS; caused by not including
the edge wave contribut-ion- i-n- our-s
is used to indicate the PH component of the Electric field in the
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standard spherical coordinate system. Typical E-plane patterns (Ep,,
polarization) for single, double and triple edge diffraction components
for Northrop fin at 17.76 JJHz are^shown in Figures 86-88. In Figures i incnv
 2 inch Chapter Lint? 3 l incn
 >
87-88, one only observes-the-patterns-for-the-range 90 £PH<180 since
the higher order terms are significant only in this region as is apparant
by the comparison between Figure 84 and Figure 86. One also observes \
from Figures 87 and 88 that these terms, namely double and triple dif-
fractions, are only needed for about 40° from edge on. This becomes
even clearer by examining Figure 89 which shows the sum of these two '
components. ,
THESIS/ DISSERTATION j
The ray mechanismslb-hW^wW^Yn^lud^a'Tn computing the double edge
diffraction term are shown in Figure 90 where the incident ray is in
the x-y plane. The ray diffracted from edge 4 (Figure 90-a) will illum-
inate part of edge 2. This illuminated region will or course depend
on the angle of incidence on edge 4; however, the ray diffracted from
edge 2 (Figure 90-b) will illuminate the entire edge 4. In Figure 91,
one observes the component of the RCS pattern obtained using the EC as-
sociated with the double diffracted ray between edges 4 and 2 (ray 4-2),
while that associated with the double diffracted ray between edges 2
and 4 (ray 2-4) is shown in Figure 92.
The EC method used to compute the field components shown in Figures
84-88 has an inherent error caused by the shadowing effect of an edge
as is shown in Figure 93. To correct this inherent error, one has to
include the corner diffracted fields .which are the only ones that can il
luminate the shadowed part of an edge. It should be noted that this
source of error does not considerably affect our results since the double
diffracted field is only needed in the region near edge on and by ex-
amining Figure 91 and Figure 92, it is clear that the difference between
the two results is veryssm^l3ene(afn£edge"o?inr)egi8n; however, this dif-
- , . . , —f . .-.-. j- —«, 1st paae. Chapter end lineference could be large for a different plate geometry.
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In Figure 94, the E-plane RCS pattern for the Northrop fin at '
9.067 GHz is shown. The results are compared to measured results ob-
tained by Mr. Chu 35 . Note the good agreement between the two results
L J f inch Chapter Line
especially in the region-0-£PH<9Q—as-compared-to that in Figure 84.
This indicates that at higher frequencies, the edge wave fields contri-
bute more significantly to the lower levels of the RCS pattern. !
In Figures 95 and 97 the individual contributions to the E-plane /
RCS pattern are shown due to single, double and triple diffraction mechan
isms .of Northrop fin at 9.067 GHz. The effect of modifying the Northrop,
fin geometry as shownIWfR'fgureM^^^lT^ili^fgure 98. Again a small i
change in the plate .anglespfi§§ufel In moreethan 15 dB reduction in the
E-plane RCS pattern. Of course this also implies the RCS has increased
in some other regions of space. Table 1 shows the different edge dif-
| fracted rays associated with single, double and triple diffraction mech-
i' • • •
5 anisms which were used in our solution. It was found that double and
1 inc
TABLE 1
SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE EDGE DIFFRACTED RAYS
USED IN NORTHROP FIN ANALYSIS
Single
_edge-#
Double
edge f - edge #
2 - 4
4 - 2
Triple
edge # - edge # - edge #
2 - 4 - 2
4 - 2 - 4
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"triple edge interactions between edges 2 and 4 are the ones that contrfl
bute significantly to the E-plane RCS pattern. The contribution of other
edge interactions involving edges 1 and 3 were insignificant. However
when computing the RCS pattertnC|i|nca-iijLane other than the principal E-
plane these interactions should be i n c l u d e d . '
Finally the E-plane RCS pattern for the plate shown in Figure 47 '
is seen in Figure 99, it is compared to measured results [35]. The
agreement between the two results is quite good. The deviation between
them in the region 0°<PH<45° is probably caused by the finite curveture
 :
of the plate and also by not including the edge wave fields in our i
solution. THESIS/ DISSERTATION j
Typing Guide Paper j
D. BACKSCATTERING FROM A DISK
The E-plane RCS pattern for a disk is analyzed by using the Equiva-
lent current method. The geometry used is shown in Figure 100. The
disk of radius a is in the y-z plane and the pattern is taken in the
x-y plane. The disk is modeled by a plate with finite number of edges.
Figure 56 shows the two models used in our analysis, and the results
presented here are compared with the exact solution fl'j . Our solution
includes the Equivalent currents associated with single, double and
triple edge diffraction. Figure 101 shows typical ray paths for double
and triple diffraction. Note that use of diffraction between straight
line segments eliminates the need(Tfo consider caustics as would have been
necessary if the diffraction by the circular rim were used.
Figures 102 and 103 show the E-plane (EpH polarization) pattern
for ka=8.28 for both models, the 8 and 12 sided plates respectively.
These results are compared with the exact solution and also to results
obtained by Bechtel [3.9! . His results deviate considerably from theL
 1J3tnpage Chapter end line
exact one in the range_45_<PH<9_0°._ This. issbe^ see ^ u^t^ ori dp^ s
not include higher order diffraction contributions. The agreement be-
tween our result and the exactusoluttonv-iisifar superior. As_one
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"would expect the 12 sided model gives better agreement, particularly -'"
in the region near 30° since it better fits the disk.
The deviations betweenifchei two.aSioJhutiion-Seare obviously due to the
finite curvature of the disk, accordingly as the number of edges is
increased, better agreement is obtained. In Figures 104-109, we show
the results for different disk sizes. As the size is increased, the
12 sided model gives better results than the 8 sided one. Again, our
solution includes single, double and triple edge diffraction mechanisms
and the EC method is used to compute their contributions to the E-plane
RCS pattern. In Figures 110 111, we show our result computed using
. , . _ . . . I Hto lia / L/lootK I /A I Iv—JIM
 r -
the 12 sided disk model^ om^ aje^ t^ the^ ution provided by Mr. Chu [42j.
He used the EC method to compute the contribution of first order diffrac-
tionto the E-plane RCS pattern by integrating numerically over the disk
rim. The deviation between his results and the exact solution is due
to the fact that his solution does not include any higher order inter-
actions. However, Burnside, et. al., [l5J computed the contribution of
double diffraction terms to the axial RCS of a finite cone using the
EC method. A similar approach could be used to compute the contributions
of the doubly and triply diffracted rays across the disk which is the
limiting case of a finite cone. Note that when using this approach,
one has to consider the line caustic located on the axis of symmetry.
This introduces a phase shift of + | radians as the multiply diffracted
rays cross the disk. The use of a multi-sided plate to model the disk
circumvents the caustic problem. By using the approach shown in [is] ,
one can compute the RCS of disks which have radii as small as 0.3\.
By using our method, the number of edges that can be used to model the
disk is limited by the edge electrical length which should be of the
order of a/wayejength; > Accordingly, one can handle disk sizes such
that
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n is the total number of edges used to model the disk.
E. "SUMMAR^ OF E^RI^ NE. B
1 inch
In this chapter we analyzed the E-plane patterns where the Electri
field vector is oriented parallel to the plane of incidence.
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
The techniques usedyt.oropt.adindthe^bcoadside RCS in the H-plane
case were also used to compute the broadside RCS in the E-plane analysis
The E-plane analysis is a more complex problem than the H-plane
case since the RCS is dominated by diffractions from the back edge of
the plate. Therefore, multiple edge diffractions had to be included
in the solution. Together with first order diffractions, the effect
of second and third order edge diffractions were considered. The EC
method was used to compute the contribution to the E-plane RCS pattern
of these higher order interactions. These mechanisms gave a significan
contribution near the edge on region. It was found that there is an
inherent error associated with these higher order interactions due
to the shadowing effect between the plate edges. This error could be
circumvented by including the corner diffracted fields in the EC
formulation.
These edge diffraction mechanisms were also used to compute the
E-plane pattern for a general shape plate. The curved edges of this
plate have been modeled by straight line segments. Deviation from
measured results in thgtre,gLion d^ ffi'Lpm gd.ge ^oncwere observed since
edge wave multiple cor-ner- d-i-ff-r-actions-haV.etn,otgbeenh,iinC'l;udednciniithe
analysis primarily because the edge wave diffraction coefficient is
i/rrr
P/VJ: A6.1! ir I
1 inch
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not adequate to treat these interactions. The E-plane RCS pattern f-or-
a disk is also analyzed by using the EC corresponding to first, second
and third order edge diffractions and adequate results were obtained.
It was found that increasingnt:fre^umbtrrbf'-e'dfes used to model the disk
does improve the results, however, the number of edges is limited by
the electrical length of an edge which should be of an order of a wave-
length. One should point out that the disk problem could be analyzed
using the approach shown in [is] which will allow one to analyze disk
sizes smaller than that allowed by the straight line segment approach.
In the following-j-ch^pters^ ^ e^ nt-inue-ytiQj.djiscuss the effect of
these higher order edgeTdififiMtct-noniemechann-sms together with that of
the edge wave multiple corner diffraction. These mechanisms become
dominant particularly for non-principle plane patterns.
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BACKSCATTERING FROM RECTANGULAR PLATES USING HIGHER
ORDER INTERACTIONS INCLUDING E-PLANE AND NON-PRINCIPAL
PLANE PATTERNS
A. INTRODUCTION
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
In this chapter ourrd'i:seuss:i:oncof ftheeeffect of higher order inter-
actions on RCS pattern computations is continued. The geometry used
in the analysis is a perfectly conducting rectangular plate. The E-plane
RCS pattern and conical pattern planes for 0= 30°, 45°, and 60° are '
analyzed. The single, double and triple edge diffraction mechanisms
discussed in Chapter V are included.
In addition, another type of interaction now to be considered is
the edge wave mechanism which is a degenerate form of the Corner dif-
fraction mechanism. The goal of this chapter is to introduce and use
these multiple diffraction mechanisms as needed. Again the incident
field is a homogeneous plane wave and its electric field is given by
Equation (76).
B. E-PLANE CASE
In Chapter III, where the Echo Width of a strip was analyzed, it
was noted that the multiply diffracted fields between the strip edges
were the ones that create the difference between the E and H-plane pat-
terns. In a similar way^tth^siefiel^pll.a^rthe^same role in the analysis
of E-plane patterns for-a-rectangu-l-ar^pl-ates^tln^FgEgure-iclflS^rthe •_. 'V:-t
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Figure 112. Rectangular plate geometry.
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geometry of a rectangular plate is illustrated. The plate is in the'x-Z;
plane. The E-plane pattern is taken in the x-y plane, i.e., e=90° plane.
Only magnetic Equivalent currents corresponding to the first, second andJ 3
 2 inch Chapter Lin?-
third order edge diffraeted-f-ie-l-ds-were-used-:—-They proved to be suf-
ficient to produce satisfactory results for practical applications; how-
ever, fourth order diffraction terms or even higher may be needed when
dealing with small plate sizes.
, ,ch
The results obtained: using'the Equivalent iCurrent(EC) method for
the Emplane RCS pattern (E/^ 1-p&Tari)z:ation)JVfor three different square
flat plate sizes are shown in Figures 113-115. The results are com-
pared to measurements and to results obtained by Ross [28J . Ross also j
used a normalization scheme to reduce the strip scattering solution to
one applicable to the finite sized plates. This is not needed when the •
equivalent currents are introduced. His results are good everywhere ex-
cept near grazing incidence. This error is caused by the use of the plane
wave diffraction coefficients for the higher order interactions and was
eliminated in our solution when the proper diffraction coefficients are
used as shown by the good agreement with the measured results. An inte-
gration step of O.lx was used in evaluating the radiation integrals for
the double and triple diffraction field components. The contribution of
the double diffraction mechanism to the E-plane RCS pattern for the 3 dif-
ferent sized plates is shown in Figure 116. This field component contri-;
butes to the RCS throughout the pattern. Its magnitude increases grad- ;
ually as one approaches edge on incidence. An increase of approximately2
0.5X in the plate area results in an increase of approximately 2 dB
in RCS due to this component of the field at edge on incidence. Fig- ,
iure 117 shows the contribution of the triple diffraction mechanism for
!the same 3 plates. Thi's34fiie:rdecOTp6nemr fs"vSniyi<heeded for incidence !
Angles up to 40° from eTdgeronr: ~A TimTlar feVeTs^oPal^imately00 !
S. dB in RCS at edge on incidence is noticed when the area of the plate
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is increased by approximately O.SX''. Because of the symmetry of the
3
geometry, the contribution of the single diffracted fields is similar
to the H-plane patterns shown in Figures 33-35.
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!c. OFF PRINCIPAL PLANE CASES
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In this section the RCS pattern when 0^90° is analyzed. This coni-
jical pattern is a function of the azimuth angle p (PH) when e=9_ is held
I
•constant. The incident field is polarized in the 9-direction. Figure
'118 defines the geometry used in our analysis. The symbol (PH) is used
ihereafter for this parame^j^Oya^old^co^fjUsijngjiijt with the parameter §
'of Figure 1 used in edgeyd-ijif-Kaclb-lonic Paper
i
!
I
1. Analysis
The solution to this case is a complex one. The value of the RCS i
j|is lower by an order of magnitude and thus one has to consider many pos-'11 i
Hsible interactions that involve edges and corners of the plate. Some ;
jof these are, double and triple edge diffractions, edge to corner dif- \
jifraction, multiple corner to corner diffractions and the newly developed)
|!
edge wave . These higher order interactions were found to contribute '•
significantly to the RCS pattern. As one moves further away from thej
•principal plane, more interactions must be included to give satisfactoryi(results. The edge wave mechanism contribution becomes very significant \
jiwhen the RCS pattern is taken in the plane of the plate, i.e., x-z plane.;
JFurthermore, one has to consider the effect of each individual edge of
the plate since different edges contribute different terms and these
•terms are now significant for one pattern and insignificant in another.
This will be discussed in more detail later. The incident field can
be written in the edge coordinate system as:
1st page Chapter end line
where-
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,
* (P) B (P)
are the incident <t>, 3 field components defined in thei
p edge coordinate system. The subscripts $', » and 3^ » indicate
the ' ' field comonents P - e d e a n d / N "/ \ are the cor
ponding §' and 3" unit vectors.
, 3  re the corres- 1 inch
Consider edge #1 shown in Figure (M%* The incident field on this
edge can be written as:
When PH is equal to
(80)
iqSafi^ |!cSit"VSKces to:Typing Guide Pape'r
Ejn(PH=0) = E' 3'
" ( I ) (1) (1)
and
(1)
= 0
R6 (1)
,<v and (81)
(82)
respectively.
From Equations (81, 82), there must be a transition region in
space where both 3' and <j>' exists.
The <|>' component will be responsible for the following inter-
actions:
1. Single, double and triple edge diffraction fields. The
EC method is used to compute their contributions.
2. Edge wave fields that involve double and triple corner dif-
fractions on the same edge.
3. Cross polarized edge wave fields, i.e., <j> to 3 field polari-
zation conversion. This also requires double and triple
1st paqe Chapter end line
corner diffractions on fhejane_edge.
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Figure 118. Conical pattern geometry; • en
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There is a distinct possibility that multiple corner, and corneF
to edge contributions can contribute for rays that tend to propagate
around the perimeter of the plate. Unfortunately the current diffrac-2 inch Chapter Linr-
tion coefficient is not—adequate-for-evaiuat-i-ng these terms.
The 3" component will contribute to the RCS through single order
edge diffraction and edge wave fields interactions similar to those
discussed above in 2 and 3. Edge #3 will give similar interactions
to the ones discussed above.
Pago
1 inch
For edges #2 andT^Et'heSincH-delft^fel^^pblarized only in the
direction throughoutTthDeirp°at?erin,0
:(2)
1
5 (2) and V(2) E ° ' and
and E' = 0
* (4)
(83)
(84)
respectively.
Accordingly edges 2 and 4 will contribute to RCS pattern only
through single edge diffractions and edge wave fields similar to those ;
discussed above in 2 and 3. j
.,__.,._-. "' '-•--. ., . /.. „ . - - 1
In Figure J119, some of the diffej-ent edge diffraction mechanisms as
.sociated with°the~cpnjributton of edges 1 and 3 to.the radar cross-sec-
tion are -ill Gstr-ated^ In evaluating the fields due to the double and
triple diffraction mechanisms, all possible combinations of edge dif-
fraction between any two or any three edges are considered. The eval-
uation of these fields follow the same procedure used above in part
| 1. Figure fl20 shows tfKe* e'dg§0wavfeam>e£h>amrsm interactions. They involve
' ., . . . . — —....-.. —._._—. —= J.iJt oaae Chapter end linedouble and triple corner diffractions on the same edge. Of course
there are similar interactions on the other two edges of the plate.
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Figure 119. Edge diffraction-mechanisms cohtributi'ng^^oPtRe" RGSJdlie'lf-
;, to~edges #1 and 3.
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Again observe that we do not show any diffraction mechanism that enctir=J\ I
cles the plate in a manner similar to creeping waves. !
a. Edge Wave Double ^ orngr1 Iwtiracfion1'Mechanisms 1 inch
' This mechanism is shown in Figure 121 where only the interaction
•due to edge #1 is illustrated. The same analysis holds for the other
jedges. Because of the cross polarization effect associated with the edge
|!
?wave mechanism (see Appendix C), one has to consider the different pos-
jsible combinations of incidence and diffracted fields, i.e., 3^3, 3'<)>,
O> 4>'<t> wnere tne fi^ S-Li^ fce^ i^ d^ cjte^ e^-^ iliarization of the inci-
dent field and the secondythelcpo;I;aii:j|zat-TpnPcof the diffracted field.
The general form for the edge wave field is
(85) i
jjwhere s is the distance from the source to the corner, s is the distance
n *•
from the corner to the receiver. The edge wave diffraction coefficient '.ijis given by
 :
F(2kL sin2 3c/2)
e-JTr/4 (1+ cosBc)
sin 3c/2
sin sin
cos sin
where- L =
ss.
(86)
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<}>, <J>" are defined in F'igure f6 and 6- is defined as in Figure 122,. A|t» ^-— —
detailed discussion of the edge wave mechanism and the derivation of
Equation (85) is shown in Appendix C. Note that there are some limita-
tions to the use of Equatio.ni(-&5-) (Sjinjjeethiis.i equation was derived from
the imperically derived corner diffraction coefficient, it is valid only
for the two diffraction mechanisms shown in Figure<l22;'t
Let us consider first the case when both the incidence and dif-
fracted fields are polarized in the 6 direction, i.e., (B'B case).
The field diffracted from corner #2 (C0) along the edge and evalu- '
«. . , ., ,0- .THESIS/.DISSERTATION*
ated at corner #1 (Qj) rs. given
 (byjide Paper
(1)
This incident field on t^ appears to be Doming from an image source
located at point 0 shown in Figure 3.23. This source is created by the
0
Figure 123. ~ -. .„. ,.. ,. 1st oaao fphaptur end line
1
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diffraction process due to edge #4. Due to this effect, the incident-
field on 0, given by Equation (87) is modified by this reflection co-
efficient, i.e., Equation (87) is modified as follows:
2 inch Chapter Line
?2 s R
I inch
(88)
\ - '
5; where R = —
The diffracted field to hthe3r?cei'verJ:f'r:bm?£^ "IiIsO!i:hen given by
Typing Guide Papa1
substituting Equation (88) into (90) one gets
3(D
-jks.
(89)
(90)
(91)
There is another term due to diffraction from £, to Go. fhe!:two terms
. .... . ._,--_„. _ — - - - ---— —,,..^ -. ^ *• ••' -. £ .. • : ^ - - -" - . - - . - -
.are equal-and :frothT are gi ven-bx .Eqaatlon,.(91")7 So the, total diffratted
field for the B'B interaction-is given by M.r;_ '•.; •".'",•'•.-"
(rC2 s
-jks. (92)
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and the <(> polarized term is
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-jks. (100);
To compute the fields due to C;, (Figure 124^ 6), one has to consider
the effect of edge 4 on the incident field. This effect is shown in
Figure 125.^  Again the incident field appears to be coming from an
image source at infini-ty^^^hj^iie^Td^ceornpqnentsjidjiffracted from G^ are ;
given by modifying Equationsr(;98=100)i such that. v;
-
1
 (r ^n ( e w ) fo
•fT(1)(cl)Ds U
-jks. (101)
1<;t pr.nr Chaoto1"' oncl nnr
Figure 125. -Effect of edge #4 on the - - - - - - - - - - '-•
the triple edge wave diffraction case.
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Note that for backscatter <j>i=<|>j, also the cross polarization component^
i.e., 3'<j> and <j>'$ are equivalent. Following the same procedure, the
fields due to 3'<|> and
(1)
combined together are given by
2 inch Chapter Line 1 inch
(93)
and that for
rd _ ,
l
is given by
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
-jks. (94)
'."6.. =.; Edge Wave- Triple Corner ilriter act ion "Mechanism
Figure 124' illustrates the triple edge wave diffracted fields from
C, and'C'£ on edge #1\ Similar terms exist for each of the remaining
edges.
Consider the field diffracted from CU. In this case the double
diffracted field from C3, is incident on Ci. Since the edge wave for-
mulation as developed here is valid when either the source or the receiver
is in the far field region, we assume that the source of the incident
field on C| is in the far field. Therefore the value of double dif-
fracted field evaluated at C>, is
1st page Chapter enc/', line
= F1'. (c VD ( 6W-) ,. r-Tr-e-y|-e* '
> p j page Chapter endr
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If one now considers the.3& interaction, then the diffracte'd'f ieTd' from
xt"~- - - .- - - - - • T - ... - —- 1
C to the receiver is given by
(96) 1 inch
where the negative sign is due to the fact that the edge wave field is
polarized in the opposite direction to that of the 3 polarization.
Substituting Equation (95) into (96), ,one obtains
6(1) 6 (1) ^ E^Sis'/^ si
Typing Guide Paper
-jks?
0-J2kJl e 1
j
(97)
There are two possible combinations of 3 polarized triple diffraction
terms. These are due to the double diffraction terms discussed earlier,
namely 3'3 and <|>'3. These two possible combinations are $'$'$ and „'
'&'&. Therefore, the total 3 polarized triple diffracted edge wave
field from G9 is given by
-jks, (98)
The cross polarized triple diffracted term can be/written in a simi-
lar way
*P n\ 1 £0t paye -
- jks -- _ --- =, 1st page Chapter end lip
rj2kJl e _ 1.
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D. DISCUSSION
j The above analysis is used to compute the RCS pattern for a 2\ x 2\,
Iplate. The incident field is polarized in the 0-direction. The geometry
jused is shown in Figure 118. The notation EDU is used to indicate the
jbackscattered field PH component defined with respect to the standard
spherical coordinate system.
1 Figure 126 shows the E-plane RCS pattern. The results are compared
» r -I ,
ilwith Moment Method (MM) solution provided by Dr. Newman [33 . Only single,
jdouble and triple edge diffraction mechanisms were used to compute the I
( i
^pattern by the EC method. The two results are in excellent general agree-
ment throughout the pattern, however, they deviate slightly in the region
0°<PH<40°. The cause for this deviation is the edge wave field which
|was not included in the solution. If the edge wave field is included
for just one point at PH=30°, as shown in)Figure 126, then the value
of the RCS agrees well with the MM solution.
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Let us now proceed to discuss the case when the plane wave is inci-
,dent at an angle 6=60°. Figure 127 shows the individual edge diffrac-
tion contributions. Figure 127-d shows the sum of the single, double
and triple edge diffraction terms. These field components contribute
significantly in the main and first lobe region while the edge wave mech-
anism dominates the rest of the pattern. Again the EC method was used
to compute the results shown in Figure 127. Table 2 shows the different
single, double and triple edge diffraction mechanisms that were included
in our solution for 9=60° case.
.nch
/ \ i . i ( - :
ypincj r;u!(k>
TABLE 2
SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE EDGE DIFFRACTED RAYS USE!) IN
RCS COMPUTATION FOR 2X SQUARE PLATE AND 9 = 60°
Single
Edge #
Double
Edge #-Edge #
Triple
Edge #-Edge #-Edge #
1
2
3
4
1-3 , 1-4
2-3 , 2-4
3-4 , 3-1
4-2 , 4-3
1-3-1, 1-3-2, l-3-i
l_4-3} 1-4-2
2-3-4, 2-3-1
2-4-2, 2-4-3
3-4-1, 3-4-2
3-1-3, 3-1-4, 3-1-;
4-2-3, 4-3-2, 4-3-1
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Figure 127. Epu» individual contributions of edge diffraction mechan-
isms to e = 60° RCS pattern,for a 2\ x 2\ plate.
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Figure ;128rshows the individual contributions of the edge wave double"
diffraction mechanism, i.e., B'&j^ p^ ,' <^f and ^ 4>''c'Qmponents. -Notice
that the $'$ and <b'3 components are equal. Their contribution is in
2 inch Chapter Line ^
the transition region as—one-expect-s-:—F-igure-129 shows comparable field
components for the edge wave triple diffract ion mechanism. . In both
Figures 128 and 1279 one^notices that the 8"8 .field ..component contribute
significantly in the edge on region while the &'$, $'& and (j^tjrcombine
to contribute to the rest of the pattern. The total contribution of
the edge wave mechanism (double and triple diffraction) is shown in
Figure 130"where the importance of the edge wave mechanism is clearly
seen. It dominates th¥hp^ttern/up^Itl^^°"1fromTCe^'ge on, where the edge
diffraction takes over. ^ abTe1 3Gs'now\ "tfieDifferent double and triple
corner diffractions used to compute the edge wave contribution.
1 inch
TABLE 3
DOUBLE AND TRIPLE CORNER DIFFRACTIONS INCLUDED IN
EDGE WAVE SOLUTION FOR 9=60° CASE
Double
Corner #-Corner ($)
1-2 , 2-1
2-3 , 3-2
3-4 , 4-3
4-1 , 1-4
1 st page Chapte
Triple
.Corner #-Corner #-Corner #
1-2-1 , 2-1-2
2-3-2 , 3-2-3
3-4-3 , 4-3-3
1-4-1 , 4-1-4
r end line
* 1st page Chapter end line
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final result "as shown in F'igure i"3"l is obtained by combining the
patterns of Figures 127 and 130. This result is compared to MM solution
with the agreement being quite good. However, the two solutions deviate
[in two regions. The first 21 SirlDh8Q^<gH^9p°Lwhere the deviation in this
region becomes clear if we examine the point PH=90° in Figure 131 which
corresponds to the point PH=60° in Figure 126 and noting the field is
a null. In such a situation the phasing between the single, double and
triple edge diffraction which determines the field value at this pointil
becomes very critical when computing the fields numerically. The second
region is 30°<PH<50°, where other types of interactions involving the
edge wave mechanism should be included and a more accurate edge wave
THESIS / DISSERTATIONdiffraction coefficient should be_developed. It is obvious that thej ! yping e^uiac Kaper
two types of edge wave interaction discussed here are the dominant ones
[for the case 0=60°. However, the need for a more accurate diffraction
coefficient as is discussed in Appendix C and the inclusion of other
p
types of interactions becomes more clear as one moves further away from
(the principal plane.
In Figures 132-134, the effect of using the corner diffraction method
is shown instead of the EC method for evaluating the first order diffrac-j
tion fields. By comparing Figure 131 and Figure 134, one notices a slight
As indicated in Chapter IV, corner diffrac-improvement for 30°<PH<60°
inch
•tion will give more accurate results as one moves off the principal plane.
The higher order interactions are one of the primary sources that
'contribute to the cross polarized field component (EQDU). It is notI orn
our purpose here to present a study on cross polarization sources inj
scattering problems but rather to point out that a thorough investiga-
tion of this problem should include a complete study of all possible
higher order interactions.
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[single, double and triple) and the edge wave mechanism to the cross
)olarized field component (Eflp..i)',Mboth\mech'anlsms_co.n.tr_i.bute
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:igure 137. E0pH> 9 = 60 cross-polarized RCS pattern for a 2X x 2X plate
Al 1 edge diffraction^ and/edgeuwaj/e_jiiec.h.an-i-sm.'con.tr-i.bu.t.i.ons--
are included.
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-£> significantly to the cross polarized RCS through out the pattern. TheI • '—
combined effect of both mechanisms i's shown in Figure 137. Notice the
high level of this field component compared to the principal polarization
field component shown in Figur.ejhlS^hapter Lin/> I 1 inch
• As was stated before, one would expect that more higher order in-
Iteraction mechanisms involving edge waves become more significant and
have to be included in the solution. As different pattern cuts are
considered, edge waves on different edges contribute to the RCS by dif-
;{ferent interactions depending on how strongly it was excited. For in-
stance, consider the 9=60° pattern. Here the edge waves on edges #1 and
THESIS/ DISSERTATION3 are more strongly excited than^those .on edges #2 and 4. However, thei yping Guide Paper3
(situation is reversed for the 9=30 pattern and are equally excited when
J9=45 . While the two edge wave mechanisms considered here namely the
(double and triple diffraction were sufficient to give satisfactory re-
sults for 0=60 pattern cut, they do not appear to be completely adequate
for the 0=45° and 0=30° patterns. Figures 138 and 139 show the RCS pat- .
tern for 0=45° and 30° respectively. The calculated results are compared
jjto MM solutions, both results do not show as good agreement especially i
Sin the region 20°<PH<70°. This is not too surprising since much effort j
was devoted to finding the appropriate mechanisms for the 0=60° pattern, ,
and then these were used to obtain the 0=45° and 0=30° patterns. No
(comparable study was performed to improve these latter patterns. Further1-
jmore, the diffraction coefficients used herein are approximate and can i
• !
be improved substantially. In Figures 140 and 141, the total RCS pat- i
jtern is shown for 0=45° and 30° respectively but using Corner diffraction
(method to compute the contribution of first order diffraction. A slight)
(improvement" is noted neaF.PH:=.'-30°_for 0 = 30° case. However, the '.".'. J
{deviation between our result and MM solution is still substantial in
the region 20°<PH<60° which indicates that a higher order inter-
actions are needed to correct for this deviation between the two1st page Chapter end line
•solutions. Some of the different edge wave, inter act ions_that-,are -stijlS , - ^ li3L pclCjf ^rlapLt-'i Ci cO tuie
'under investigation are shown in Figure 142.
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->The individual contributions of edge diffraction and edge wave
u
mechanisms are illustrated in Figures 143-145; whereas, in Figures 146
and 147 the total contribution of edge diffraction (single, double and
triple) and that of edge wav4n(-"clbuBTeira'n!d'trjpTe) diffraction mechanisms
jto 0=45° RCS pattern are shown. Note that the edge wave fields contribute
jito the RCS throughout the pattern. In Figures 148-152 similar results
;;are shown for 0=30° RCS pattern. Note that for this case the 8'<1> and <J>'|3
|are negligible since the pattern is dominated by the edge waves on edges
«#2 and 4 where the incident field is polarized in the 8 direction with
'respect to these two edges. Edges 1 and 3 contribute slightly through
ithe <J>'4> component. The..different,-edgerd infraction and corner to cornerj Yr K ihbSl^/ Ui.Jt>tK I A i IvJiN
diffraction terms used to^eomp^uteuthe. edge>cdiffraction and Edge wave con-
jtributions for 0=45 and 0=30 are similar to those used for 0=60 case
and are shown in Tables 2 and 3 above.
Finally a word should be said on the contribution of the edge wave ,
fields to the E-plane pattern. If one examines Figure 139 specifically
il o Ijat PH=90 , he notices the good agreement between the two solutions. How-j
lever if one examines Figure 126 at PH=30° which corresponds to the same ;
observation point as PH=90° in Figure 139, he notices the difference j
between the MM solution and our solution which does not include the
jedge wave fields. As was noted before, the RCS value at PH=90° in Fig-
;ure 139 is also plotted in Figure 126 at PH=30°. This leads one to
jconclude that it, is the edge wave field that makes the difference between
the two solutions in Figure 126 in the region 0°<PH<40°.
In evaluating the double and triple edge diffraction fields for
these different patterns, it was found that the integrals converge slow-
ly and an integration step of O.OlX was needed to get a convergent
solution.
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RECTANGULAR PLATE
Page #
CIPAL PLANE PATTERNS FOR A
In this chapter the Ldis.Gys^ to.naOjethe. effect of higher order inter
actions on RCS d-. The analysis focuses on treating the E-
plane and non-principal plane RCS patterns for a rectangular plate.
For the E-plane patterns of a 2x square plate, the single, double
and triple edge diffraction terms were included in the solution, and
the EC method was used to compute their contributions. As was noted
in Chapter V, the double and triple edge diffraction terms become siq-
... . ,.
 J THESIS/ DISSERTATION c c u n e b i y
mf icant near the edge 0 owjjyer;,, the edge wave contribution
is needed to obtain good agreement with results obtained using the
Moment Method. For a 3x square plate or larger, the single, double
and triple edge diffraction terms are sufficient to obtain good agree-
ment with measured results.
For a non-principal plane case, where the incidence electric field
vector is oriented in the e-direction, the single and multiple edge
diffraction terms and the interactions associated with the edge wave
mechanism were found to be ,domin;ant; terms'^  in the region outside the
main beam. Two types of edge wave interactions were considered in our
analysis — the double and triple corner diffractions. They proved
to be sufficient for 0=60° case while for e=45° and 30°, they do not
appear to be completely adequate. The solution could be further improved
if a more accurate corner diffraction coefficient is developed which
will permit the addition of more edge wave interactions, such as the
ones shown in Figure 142, to be included in the solution.
These higher order interactions were found to be one of the primary
sources of cross polarized field components which is of a comparable
1st page Chapter end line K
level compared t o that_othe i c P ° n e n d line
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The techniques used herein to
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compute the contributions of single"
and multiple edge diffractions and that of the edge wave mechanisms
are also used to compute the RCS pattern of a triangular plate. This
. . . . . „ 2 inch Chapter Lineis the subject of the next-chapter •
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H AND E-PLANE BACKSCATTERING FROM A TRIANGULAR PLATE
A. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, ^ ^a^yze^he^^ksc^itt^ng in the principal
planes of triangular plates>naThejiij3centai-v.erfor this part of the studyj r"/ c? '
is the previous lack of theoretical values that agree with measured
results Isd , Usj for an incident y polarized wave (see Figure 153).
Our original solution at tip on incidence agreed reasonably well with
the measured data as shall be seen later. However, when the angle 0 ;
increased from zero (in the x-z plane) for the H-plane case," the results'
deteriorated significantly for -| small and a = 30°, also, when 0 is ;
n '
close to 180 for the E-plane case, the results were not in good agree- •
ment with the measured data. Since this topic was essentially suggested)
as a final step in this dissertation by a curious advisor, it has not >
been carried to completion (with his consent). It remains as a sign
post to show that there is still significant research to be considered :
on this topic in the future.
Here again, the Equivalent Current method and the Edge Wave formu-
lation are also used in our analysis. The plate geometry is defined
in Figure 153, the plate is located in the y-z plane, and the pattern
is taken in the x-z plane. The incident field is a linearly polarized
homogeneous plane wave whose field is given by
1st page Chapter end line
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Figure 153. Triangular plate geometry.
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for H-plane case and,
for E-plane case.
2 inch Chapter Lin'1
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!(104)
where g = x sine + z cose
The ray mechanisms to be used to compute the E-plane and the H-plane
patterns are discussed. At this time either the set of rays or the
Corner diffraction coefficients are not quite complete. As we shall
see, something is amiss for small values of 6 other than 6 = 0 in the
H-plane. The H-plane results are presented first primarily because
... .
 THFcTS/ DISSERTATIONthis represents a regroTT where more work is necessary. The E-planeTyping Guide Maper
results, while not complete, are such that straight forward applications
of existing techniques should eliminate deviations from measured data.
B. ANALYSIS
I
The E-plane pattern for the triangular plate is analyzed, using
the EC method technique discussed in Chapters IV and V, to compute the
contributions of single, double and triple edge diffraction to the RCS
pattern. Here again, the shadowing effect associated with multiple
edge diffraction mechanisms is also present in this problem and is
handled by the same technique discussed in Appendix A. The equivalent
current corresponding to the first order edge diffraction is given by
Equation (60) and that corresponding to the second and third order
edge diffractions are respectively given by Equations (77, 78). Figure
154 shows the single, double and triple edge diffraction ray mechanisms
associated with the triangular plate. Table 4 lists the different edge
diffractions that have been included in our solution for E-plane RCS
pattern. Note that the doubly diffracted rays 1 - 3 and 3 - 1, also
the triple diffracted ray 1 - 3 - 1, 1 - 3 - 2, 3 - 1 - 2 and 3 - 1 - 3,
1st page Chaoter end line
were not included'. Their contributions were,found toube^msian.if,i,cant.
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(b) DOUBLE EDGE DIFFRACTION
(C) TRIPLE EDGE DIFFRACTION
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TABLED 4... -. :- . ...
SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE EDGE DIFFRACTION TERMS INCLUDED
IN E-PLANE RCS PATTERN ANALYSIS FOR TRIANGULAR PLATE PROBLEMS
SINGLE
Edge*#
1
2
3
THESIS/ DISSERT/
TvPJWfeuide Rape
Edge #-to-Edge #
1 - 2
2 - 1
2 - 3
3 - 2
moN !
TRIPLE
1
Edge #-to-Edge #-to-Edge f
i
1 - 2 - 1 !
n
1 - 2 - 3 !
2 - 3 - 1 l
2 - 1 - 3 •
3 - 2 - 3 ;
3 ' - 2 - 1
h
The H-pJane RCS pattern is alsib studied by computing the contri- .
butions of edge diffraction using the EC method and the edge wave mecih-'
anism. In this case, namely H-plane pattern, only the first and third
2 inch Chapter Lino
order edge diffraction ar-e-ine-luded-i-n-t-he-so-l-ution. The second order
edge diffraction terms were not included in our solution because of
the symmetry of the problem, where, the doubly diffracted rays between
edge 1 and 2 are canceled by those rays diffracted between edge 3 and
2, while the rays diffracted between edge 1 and 3 had insignificant
contribution. The steps involved in this analysis are given in the
following section. Table 5 lists the different edge diffractions that
have been included inTdurZ5s6n:ut'i6¥-for^ H^ 'lvanecRCS pattern.
Typing Guide Paper
The incident field on edges 1 and 3 can be written in terms of '
the edge coordinate system component as ;
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TABb& 5$
SINGLE AND TRIBtE --EDGE-DIFFRACTION-. TERMS.
IT /• • i - * - -rfN :
PATTERN ANALYSIS FOR TRIANGULAR
:
 SINGLE
' :- Edge #
/ i
2
3
.INCLUDED IN H-PLANE RCS
* '•' • „ '•' - . '. "'"", "*''''
PLATE PROBLEMS
TRIPLE
Edge #
1
1
3
3
Edge # - Edge #
2 - • 1 i
2 - 3 ;
2 - 3
2 - - 1
1 inch
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' ' + E , 36
 '(I)"' (105)
and
j."(j>
_R5'(3)-/lfcISSERTATION
(106)-
.
 A
. ^. j., Typinq Gui.de Paper ' ,
where <j>', 3' are the unit vectors in the edge fixed coordinate frame.
When 6 = 0° or 90°, Equation (105) reduces to
•pi /fl_n°^ - piE(1)(6-0 ) - Ep,
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Equation (106) gives similar results for 0=0° and 90°. The <j> component
of the incident field associated with edges 1 and 3 is the one that
gives rise to all higher order edge interactions involving the plate
edges which will contribute to both the principal polarization and the
cross polarization RCS patterns.
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The edge wave mecharTisms, namely double and triple corner diffrac-
tions discussed in Chapter VI, are also included in our solution.
1. Edge Wave Double Corner Interaction Mechanism
This mechanism is shown in Figure 155, where the field diffracted
from Cj^ is then diffracted from corners C2 and C3 on edges 1 and 3,
respectively. Note that the edge wave field associated with edge 1
and propagating on the surface of the plate is oppositely polarized
to that associated with edge 3. Figure 156 shows the effect of edge
2 on the edge wave field incident on Cp. The field diffracted from
edge 2 will appear to be coming from an image like source located at
0'. This affects the incident field on C2 by introducing a reflection
coefficient to account for the energy reflected by edge 2.
In Figure 157, the double corner diffraction case is shown for
le interaction between corners GI and C2. Again, one has to consider
the different combinations of incident and diffracted fields, i.e.,
3'6» 3'<l>» <t>'B» and <j>'<j), where the first letter indicates the polariza-
.
 t. 1st page Chapter end linetion of the incident field and the second the polarization of the.dif-
— ---- • -- = isx. page Cnapter ena line
fracted field.
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:igure 155. Edge wave double corner diffraction mechanism for a
triangular*1 p-l<a:lje. ChaPter end llne
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j Figure(156JT\ Effect of edge #2 on edge wave fields.
,v^ 1st page Chapter end line
Figure 15.7.^  Edge wave, f1el£ due Jb
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Let us consider first the case when both the incident and diffract!-
ed fields are polarized in the 3 direction, i.e., (B'g case). The inci-
dent field on C2 is given by
2 inch Chapter Line
Inhere R is the reflection coefficient due to edge 2 and is given by
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
Typing Guide Paper
R =
••MMMt •
y 2nk sin y
Because of the limitation of the edge wave formulation as is discussed
in Appendix C, one had to assume that the field incidenton;C2 is inci-
dent along the extention of edge 1 rather than at an angle a as is dicta
ed by the reflection process due to edge 2. This is shown in Figure 158
The diffracted field from C2 to the :racJar. is! then given by
-jks.
(110)
1st page Chapter ond line
Substituting Equation (109). lntp,(110).,_we igetpagc chapter end line
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Figure 158. Modification of incident field diffraction on C?.
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There is another term due to diffraction from C2 to C1§ i.e., (Interac-
tion C^-C^), the two terms are equal and both are given by Equation
(111), so the total diffracted field for the B'8 interaction on edge
1 is given by 1st page Chapter end line
, ,—, _=, 1st page Chapter end line
lAsr TEXT t\NE.
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(112)
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|;Note that for backscatter <j>^  = $^ and the cross-polarization components,
n'.e., B'<J) and <t>'e, are equivalent. Following the same procedure, the
j'fields due to the 3'<j> and ^'B combined together are given by
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
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3(1)
-jks.
and that for the <J>'<|> component is given by
J.
(113)
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1st page Chapter end line
(114)
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INote that there are similar terms due to interactions between corners C,
and Cv In the .principal plane ^ ncl •be.G.au.seKpf the symmetry of the probleni
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terms are equivalent to those due to interactions between corners
Cj and C2. Therefore, their contribution is given by Equations (112-
114). Table .'6 shows the different edge wave double corner diffractions
that have been included in :oui?nso.lutri>on-.t:<=>rNotenfthat double diffraction C
to.C-j and back are not included.gprimarily because they are currently be-
yond the state of the .art.
2. Edge Wave Triple Corner Interaction Mechanism
This mechanism is shown in^Figure #59:i:,and in Figure «I60 we show
the term associated with edge 1 where the doubly diffracted field from
C, is now incident on C, and is diffracted back to the -radar; • The .'
2 "• -1-HFSIS/ DISSERTATION - ;
value of this field at C1n-f or ^the-B'-R^teKm^ls, given byi o.<^i 3 J
= Ej ( . si; «>
 t i
v^
(115)
TABLE 6^
EDGEWAVE DOUBLE CORNER DIFFRACTION TERMS FOR TRIANGULAR
PLATE PROBLEM '
EDGE #
1
3
i
DOUBLY DIFFRACTED TERMS :
Corner # - Corner # j
1-2 and 2-1 !
1-3 and 3-1
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Figure 159. Edge wave triple corner diffraction mechanism for
triangular plate.
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is given by
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R =
V2rTk sin y
1 inch
The diffracted field from C-, to the receiver is then given by
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where the negative sign is introduced since the diffracted edge wave
field is polarized in opposite direction to the 8 polarization.
Substituting Equation (115) into (116), one gets
7.
-jks.
(117)
s was indicated in ChapterrVI, thej^eaa.peetwp ipp.sjsible combinations
of 3-polarized triple d-i-ff-r-act-ion-terms.~«Theseparei dueistd'cthesdo'ubiliecI.
diffraction terms, namely 3'3 and $'3. These two possible combinations
jj 'A':i 0|<X 1AW"
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0' 4>'-0 arfd 0'W." Therefore, the!total S-polarized triple diffracted
wave field associated with edge5!! is given by . *
Ed = -2E1
*-a.. . ^^-a>
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-J2W e (118)
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the combined cross-.vpolarizexJ>it&1 p'-leidornerPdi'Tfracted term is given by
R D ew)
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(119)
and that for'the <)>-polarized term is
"
J
page Chapter end line
- —• > = 1st page Chapter
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In a similar way, the triple corner diffracted field associated with
Pago
edge 3, i.e., interaction C1-C3-C1 can be obtained. In the principal
plane and because of the problem symmetry, the field due to this term
is equivalent to that assocMtea1 wi't:hofeHgeLllpahd is given by Equations
(118-120). Table 7 shows the different triply diffracted terms that
have been included in our solution.
C. DISCUSSION
The above analysis is used to compute the H-plane RCS pattern for
different plate sizes.rHTheIc^a/lcuJiate)dLZ(r^eisuJ1tsoare compared to measured
data provided by Mr. Chir^SSJig Gl.ncFciguEes-rl61-163, the results for
three different size plates (£ = 2, 3 and 9) are shown. The three plates
have tip angle a= 30°. Some deviation between the calculated and mea-
sured results is observed especially in the region 0° < 9 < 45°. This
indicates that the solution is not valid in this region for a= 30° and!
-^ < 3 except for 9 near zero. It also suggests that a more accurate
corner diffraction coefficient is needed, and probably, one has to
1 inch
; TABLE 7
EDGE WAVE TRIPLE CORNER DIFFRACTION TERMS FOR TRIANGULAR
PLATE PROBLEM
Edge #
1
1' 3
'• J.
TRIPLE DIFFRACTED TERMS
Corner
1
1
# - Corner # - Corner #
2 - 1
':•••'- - -• 3 - 1
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include more higher order diffraction mechanisms whose contributions
become more significant as the plate size is decreased. Some of these
higher order interactions that are still under investigation are shown2 inch Chapter Lino
in Figure 164. The ind-i-v-idua-l-eont-r-ibut-ions-to' the H-plane RCS pattern
of single, triple edge diffraction and that due to edge wave double
and triple corner diffraction are respectively shown in Figures 165-
167 for a = 30° and ^  = 2, 3, and 9. The slope discontinuity observed
near;)*; = 30 in Figure 166 is due to the effect of edge shadowing.
Figure 168, illustrates the case when j < B < a, where the double dif-
fracted field from edge 2 illuminates both edges 1 and 3, as shown by
the ray trajectories dueEtoit-he' nnT6i'cieli^ T'axysI(Prxand 2. When 0 < ^ »
the double diffracted fTeW^llumfaate^rily edge 3 while edge 1 is
shadowed. However, when gQ < a, the situation is reversed and edge
3 is shadowed while edge 1 is illuminated. The results for three plates'
with ^  = 4 and a = 45°, 60° and 90° are shown in Figures 169-171 res-
pectively. From these figures, one notices that it is the higher order1
interactions which involve edges 1 and 3, which are the ones most likely
responsible for the deviation between the calculated and measured re- '
suits. As a is increased from 45 to 90°, edges 1 and 3 get further
apart and an improvement between the two results is noticed, especially '
in the region 100° < 9 < 180°. Observe that in Figure 171 the predic-
tion of the general behavior of the pattern is quite good except in
the region 0° < 9 < 20° where an error in measurement or the inaccuracy j
of the edge wave diffraction coefficient are probably the cause of the '
deviation between the two results. The individual contributions of
single, triple edge diffraction mechanisms and that of edge wave double,
triple corner diffraction are respectively shown in Figures 172-174
f o r f - 4 and a = 45°, 60°, and 90°. The results for the RCS when the
field is incident at edge on the tip side and a = 30 compared to
measured data obtained by Hey, et. al., [3ll is shown in Figure 175.
Observe that as - is
improves
. ,,, ,,.v., v.«JtJ;, GEH'e1Fagreefn'enft1 between the two results
". - ..... . . .. „. 1st pane. Chapter end lineSince for this case, namely edge on incidence, the edge wave
mechanism is the only contributor to the RCS, the deviation between
- *IV /a
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the two results is due to the inaccuracy of the edge wave diffraction__
coefficient. In Figures 176-178, the computed results for the E-plane
RCS pattern compared to measured data [43] are shown for three triangular
-_ T _ _»_ • • i ._. .. (I . A * - . . _ . _ *• J . .
k-d'Tfftion includes the contri-plates with a = 30° and |<
butions of single, double, and triple edge diffraction. In Figures
176 and 177, one notices that the two results deviate in two regions,
0° < 9 < 60° and 120° < 9 < 180°. This deviation indicates that there
is another mechanism which is significant for these plate sizes espec-
ially in the region 120° < 9 < 180°. Peters [44], showed that a travel-
ing wave mode could be considered in treating the RCS of thin bodies
in near edge on regions E^^ hniciu1ejsd^eIlopedoiln this dissertation
could be applied to obtaijip^csodrutiipn f-orpethe RCS in this region. And
it is expected that good results would be obtainable. This, however,
has not been done at this time. As the plate length | is increased
from 2 to 9, an improvement between the two results is noticed in the
region 0° < 9 <60° as is shown in Figure 178. However, one should not
rule out the effect of measurements errors. The contribution of single!
edge diffraction mechanism to the E-plane RCS pattern for these three I
plates is shown in Figure 179. Similar results for double and triple \
edge diffraction mechanisms are shown in Figures 180 and 181, respectively.
Note that the higher order interactions have their significant contribu-'
tion in the region 0° < 9 < 90°. The E-plane RCS pattern for triangular
plates with | = 4 and a = 45°, 60° and 90°, are shown in Figures 182-184.
Good agreement between the two results is obtained except in the region i
160 < 9 < 180°, where the higher order diffractions have not been in-
cluded as discussed earlier. This contribution, namely the edge wave,
becomes weaker as
 a is increased. The contributions of single, double,
and triple edge diffraction mechanisms to the E-plane RCS pattern of
these plates are shown in Figures 185-187.
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In this chapter, the H and E plane RCS patterns for a triangular
plate_wer.e_anal-yzed-f-or-a-p-l-an'e^wave£incji-dence;
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The H-plane pattern was analyzed by using the EC method to compute
the contributions of single and triple edge diffraction mechanisms,
also the Edge wave concept was extended to compute the contributions
of double and triple edge wave corner diffraction mechanisms. The
computed results were compared to measured data where it was found that
jfor a = 30 and | < 3, our solution does not agree well with the measurej-
ments in the region near edge on, the tip side. Better agreement could j
be obtained if a more accurate corner diffraction coefficient is developed
and probably more higher order interactions involving the edge waves j
are included in the solution. As the plate size is increased, better !
agreement is obtained between calculated and measured data.
I ypitiq ( iuirk- I V-.prr
The E-plane was also analyzed by using the EC method to compute
.the contributions of single, double, and triple edge diffraction mech-
anisms. The results are compared to measured data where some deviation
is observed especially in the region 0° < 9 < 60° and 120° < 9 < 180°
for a = 30 and ^ £3. This deviation is caused by neglecting to in-
clude the contribution of certain mechanisms not yet included in our
solution. As the plate size is increased, better agreement is obtained
in the region 0° < e < 60° while some deviation in the region 120°
< 9 < 180° still remains.
H * '
As was stated earlier, the work presented in this chapter has not \
been carried to completion '(with the consent of the advisor). The |
methods used in our analysis will serve as a guide for further work. j
2 inch Chapter Line ]<
This concludes our study on RCS from plate structures..'..-We . '
b|$g"-successfully -an'd cleiKJy .shown ithe important r.bl e .of Vhigherr order- j
interactions which includes the newly developed Edge wave concept in I
RCS pattern analysis. ]
A study on the cross polarization field for a monopole mounted
on a rectangular platerisr:pr;esehted3irnZtW/nFxt~)rchapter. The analysis
is based on the Edge waveyconceptV:c'e p3Per
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CROSS POLARIZATION STUDY FOR A
MONOPOLE MOUNTED ON A RECTANGULAR PLATE
I inch
lA. INTRODUCTION
When an electromagnetic plane wave illuminates an object, the scat-IHESIS/ DISSERTATION
tered field usually includes ..both, dinec-jb,and, cross polarized components.J
 i yplTiy v_^UmC i cl|-'t-1 r r
The direct component has been widely studied in the literature since
it is the component typically sensed by the receiver and it tends to
be the larger of the two. The cross-polarized component on the other
hand is produced as a result of the discontinuities and the finer details
of the scatterer. It could also be produced as a result of the asym-
metry of the object. The dependence of the cross-polarized component
of the scattered field on the scattering object characteristics should
be of value in evaluating the inverse scattering properties of the tar-
get. Such information may not be as readily obtainable from the direct
return.
\B. MONOPOLE ON A RECTANGULAR PLATE
The ,far zone radiated field of a monopole mounted on a rectangular
perfectly conducting plate is analyzed by using GTD, corner diffraction
and edge wave diffraction. Figure 188 illustrates the problem geometry.
(The monopole could be located anywhere on the plate. The following
conversion is used throughout this chapter:
where
1st page Chapter end line
The component C^-^deflnes corner,i_on1edge,a|3e chapter end line
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and N is the total number of edges. C- defines corner j formed by edgeJ
number j and (j-1) . '
1. Analysis 2 inch Chapter
1 inch
The principal polarization component of the scattered field, i.e., J
I
EQ is obtained by summing up the fields due to the different components :
illustrated in Figures 189-19L In these figures, the field components j
due to only one edge are shown. The fields associated with the other
edges are computed in a similar way. Figure 139. shows the field com- j
pdnents due to direct illumination of the source. The different par- '
ameters shown are defined below:
s defines the position vector of the monopole, i. e.,
"s = x* + y y + zz
- s
"
, and
Note that /. j ^-, and "c^ are vectors that specify the positions of corners'
1 and 2, and
= 6Od
= cos
Bc = cos
-1
-
1
 t f\*l isd end line
• l'.jt page Chapter end line
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Figure 191. Image monopole-fj.el.ds . 1st page Chapter end line
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jThe diffraction point Q position vector is then given
I inch
!with s, s,» $2 being the distances to the receiver from the edge dif-
fraction point, cornerTiBFa^ d-c/orLn(erScJ2-|.qn-/edgej,|;l respectively. The
jfield diffracted from the-yedgej tsuthen Fgdyeir by
'(1)
fwhere
land
L = s1
(1)
,-Jks
= J Sln9
(121)
I Note that GS is the angle between the monopole axis and the line join- !
ijing the monopole position and the diffraction point on the edge. For
the case considered here, 6 = £. The field diffracted from C-, is
i .(given by
s 1
,'i^ sst page Chapter end line
6 — . = 1st page Chapter
~h~
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-jks,
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l 2 inch Chapter Lino-1-
= s.
'1
'1and D. (U, L ,<(>,,o,8n,B,. ,3ft/, ) is defined by Equation (26).i n c: l o c: oc:
The field diffracted from C~ is given by$
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
Typing Guide Paper
where
-jks,
'(1)
(z and L
lit should be noted that when
( 3_ < 3_ < 3_ no edge diffraction occurs.
i t*o U L-i
-jks.
sc S2C2 *•
(123)
Page #
1 inch
•< Figure 190 illustrates the effect of edge 4 on the fields due to
edge 1. The field radiated by the monopole diffracts from edge 4 and
n'n turn, illuminates edge 1. This diffracted field appears to emanate
from an image monopole located at point I,. Of course, there is an-
other image monopole,due to diffraction from edge 2, i.e., for each edge
on the plate there are two image monopoles that illuminate the edge and
significantly contribute to the far scattered field. Figure 191 defines
1st page Chapter end line
— —. — —^ =, 1st page Chapter end line
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^Similarly, the field due to corner 2 is given by.
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
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where
-JTT/4
cos
E'", (c,) =
(D
(z.
Pago
(126)
1 inch
INote that when no edge diffraction occurs.
In a pattern plane cut very close to the plane of the plate, the
Jfields due to Equations (121-126) contribute very little to the cross-
polarized field components. The major contribution comes from the edge
wave mechanism discussed in Chapter II. In a similar way, there are
edge wave fields due to the monopole and its images.
1st page Chapter end line
Figure 192 i 11 ustrates-the-edge-wave imechanj<sms>asisbcn atedi wi th>
the monopole itself. If one considers the case shown in Figure 192-a*anc
t/iXi TVXA UML. i
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the different parameters associated with the image monopole. The
edge diffracted field due to this monopole is given by;]
2 inch Chapter Linr>
E ( I ) = - E1 (Q ) D (L( I ) * o R ( I > )t. tA, v ^ £ / h '91* »PO , ( I ) R e
-jks
(124)
1 inch
where the super script (I) indicates image monopole and
L ( I ) = S | ( I ) sln^l^SIS/ DISSERTATION
Typing Guide Paper
R = -
3-JTT/4
, and
For the corner fields one writes?'/
(C1 ( I )
where
L(D- S(D
r ~ r »Cl Cl
-JTT/4
^> 1
iSt page Chapter en/51
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, and
end line
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examine it as a reciprocal problem I.e., a plane wave being incidentVri"
the plate and the field strength received by the monopole. The plane
wave is diffracted by C~. This diffracted field excites an edge wave
' 2 inch Chaoter Line-
whose field is received-by-the-monopole^—By-reciprocity, the cross-
jpolarized far field is then given by
1 inch
>(ew) (s
-jks
i
jwhere THESIS/ DISSERTATIONTyping Guide Paper
is defined by Equation (27) and
*-(D
. e
Ve x s,
(z •*{!,)
and
is a very small number ~0.01.
,6. ) F(Y )
2
(127)
sF(y) is a heuristic pattern function which is needed to account for
the presence of the adjacent edges and to satisfy the boundary condition
lover the plate. It is given by
F(Y) =
0 , over the plate
Sin\fl )1st Pa9e Chapter end line (128)
/ «. ~v . __'_°thte3ttwpl|)e Chapter end line
I V2 sin(fl)
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where y is an angle defined with respect to the diffracting edge and
9' = 2ir - 9 , where2 inch Chapter L ine
9 is the interior angle •bet-ween-two-aaa'acent-edges forming the corner.
i
{{These parameters are shown in Figure 193. Figure 194 shows two plots of
SF(Y) for 9 = 90° and 120°.
I inch
The field from C, is found by a similar expression with 3
J.
SG and S2 replaced by
• £f~ j
» » M-, » -Jp
incFigure :i;92f,b.> THE-bis/1 DiabriRTATiON
Typing Guide Paper
and S^ which are defined
9
(I) \
\
Figure£l?35i Parameter definition for pattern function.-
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•! «n>The mechanisms shown in Figures 192-c,rf describe the interactions"
included between two corners. The edge wave excited at one corner prop-1
i
agates unattenuated along the edge and then diffracts from the second| 2 inch Chapter Line
one. If one considers the-case-shown-in-F-igure-192-cv the diffracted
Ifield is given by
)D (ew) <sc •?'cl i
RF(Y) e-M e
-jks,
(129)
where
THES2IS/ DISSERTATION
Typing Guide Paper
-jks,
(c,) =
'1
/
V
(z
x s
and
(the term R accounts for the effect of edge 2 which reflects the wave
• in the reverse direction as was explained in Chapter VI. It is given
"by
R =
2irk sin 9 1
1 incli
iwhere 6^ is the interior angle between edges 1 and 4. A similar expres- '
ision is obtained for the case shown in Figure 192-d with 3 , S ,
'
 S2 and 91 by
The final field component to be considered is the edge wave contri-
bution associated with the image monopole. This is shown in Figure
195. The field due to this mechanism is given by
1st page Ghapter end line
_ ______ =, hit page Chapter end line
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Figure 195i Edge wave mechanTsm due^ t~d"image Im6hopole'.'
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'where
*<"
jand
(Z
-Jir/4
cos 3 ( I )
land from C^, one gets
E = E1 (C ) D (ew)
(l)
D ( e w ) fs ( I )jh (Sc2
F(Y)
where
(131)
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<Two similar expressions exist due to the second image monopole shownii
Jin Figure 195-.b.
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
If one defines Efiharvd/pEom, (asiifche Fpnptieipal and cross-polarized far
jfield components defined in the spherical coordinate system, then the
(contribution of the Eft and Ea. field component defined with respect to
" thithe p edge coordinate system to the principal and cross-polarized
field components are given by
/\ A« 1
E / n A . i r * Q \ « Q / I ">o\9 = (E^ Qfn\ + Eft B,nJ 9 (132)
(133)
"where 9 and PH are the 9 and PH unit vectors defined in the spherical
coordinate system. Note that E , Ex in Equations (132, 133) define
the total 3 and <t> field components due to all of the above diffraction
mechanisms discussed above associated with edge p.
2. Discussion
The above analysis is used to compute data for different plate sizes
and different monopole Wca't:i'onsPnTih'eec'al?cuiat1e"d'results are compared
to measured data provicled~by~NA'SA "Qn^ly^Laboratljry andafaf!o £o Moment
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In Figure 196, the cal^ul^ed ,s, fjorn,the cross-polarized field i 1 inch
component for a IX square plate with a monopole mounted at the center is
shown. It is compared with measured results and the agreement
fi
between the two results is quite good. The general behavior of the
p.attern is well predicted by our solution. It was found that the contri-
bution of the principal polarization edge and corner diffracted fields
io the cross-polarized field component is minimal. Most of the cross-
polarized field is due to the edge wave mechanisms discussed earl-ier.
j, , . JThiESJS/ DISSERTATIONThus one would expect that when an antenna is mounted on a finite struc-| Typing (Juidc Kaper
ture with several surface discontinuities such as corners, a strong cross-
polarized field component will result due to the different edge wave
mechanisms created by these surface discontinuities. Note that as the
surface structure is changed, one may have to consider other edge wave
interactions other than the ones discussed and used in our work. These
interactions proved to be adequate for the problems and geometries
analyzed here. In Figure 197, a typical field plot is shown from a
single corner on a single edge (C^ ) for a 2x square plate with the mono-
pole mounted at the center. Figure 197-a shows the field due to directj
monopole illumination while Figure 197-b shows that due to the image
monopole illumination, even though the field due to the image monopole1
is approximately 12 dB lower than that of the direct monopole excita-
tion, the combined effect of the image monopole contribution changes
the final result by 1.5 to 2 dB depending on the size and location of
I
the monopole on the plate. The field due to two edge corners, i.e., C^ .
Is shown in Figured^ The deep null at PH = 45° is created by the per-
ect cancellation of. the_ twoff i ie ' t'tie jtwo edges forming
the corner. For a symmetric geometry, the null created by this cor- |
ner lines up with that of the final pattern result. In FigureCigig^/
| the field pattern is shown for two corners (C^ and CJ due to a mono- ;
pole mounted at the center of a 2* square platei The pattern maxima is cr?-
ated by such an interaction. The-totM Qno.ss polarized fiel,d_due_t.o
I inch
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Figure 196. EepH, e = 90 field pattern in dB for a IX x IX plate. Pat-
tern maxima is 8.7>cdB:x^,i.b.e1p.w^pn\nc1p'a;1....po1ariz.at1oo..
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Figure 197. E
 pH> 0= 9.0 __fi.e.ld_pa.ttecn_jnidB d
2\ x 2\ plate.
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Figure 198: EQpHJ 0 = 9.0°_fi.e.ld_pat.te»:n_inidB d,uejetocco.r,nerrC<?nandid1rect
monopole illumination for a 2x x 2X plate.
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Figure 199. E DM, 6 = 9_0°_f i.e.ld_pa.t.tem_jn idB duejetocGO.rin.eFtS
direct monopole illumination for a 2\ x 2\. plate.
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a monopole mounted at the center of a 2X square plate is shown in Figure
'200. This is compared to a MM solution shown in Figure 201.> The same
'calculated pattern is comp.ared.ctp (measured iresults in Figure 202 which j
'show good agreement betw"ieerTThe~~two patterns^ the MM solution which
ns obtained by using a 15 x 15 patch modes differs by a 1.5 dB with res-
pect to our solution. The MM solution could be improved by either in-
creasing the number of modes or using a non-even mode distribution,
"i.e., increase the number of modes around the corners since the cross-
,'polarized field pattern structure is controlled by the surface currents
near these corners. Figures 203-2b6\illustrate the effect of the mono-
• 4.- THESIS/ DISSERTATIONpole position variation.^ The results are compared to MM solutions.j Typing Ouidc Paper r
'Both methods predict nearly the same pattern structure. The difference
Jis due to the fact that one or two corners are strongly excited by the
fmonopole. In such cases, the MM solution using 15 x 15 patch mode,
jjis not sufficient to predict the fine details of the lobe structure.
i;By comparing Figure 200 with Figures 203^and 205U one can notice the
|sensitivity of the cross-polarized field component to variations in
•monopole location on the plate. Figure 207 shows the results for a
B
?monopole at the center of a 3X square plate and in Figure 208, the MM
[Solution is shown for the same geometry. Both solutions predict nearly
Sthe same level with respect to the principal polarization (E.) but the
ll 0
details of the lobe structure in the MM solution are not as good. Again
"the 15 x 15 patch modes used to compute the result are not sufficient
•to predict these details. In Figures 209 and 210, the effect
|of varying the monopole location on the 3X square plate is illustrated.
i
iSimilar comments hold for this case, too. In Figures 211 arid 212, the
'computed results are shown for a monopole located at the center of a 4X
jand 6X square plate, respectively. And in Figures 213 and 214, the
same results are compared to measured data. Note the non-symmetrical be-j
havior in the measured data which indicate the sensitivity to alignment
1st page Chapter end line
which become critical as the_pl_ate_s1zejslj.i;c^as£edchapter end Uno
f\ v\f-.: ,
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Pattern maxima is 5.791 dB;' ' be low principal polarization
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and the monopole is located at x = 0, y = 0.5.
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Figure 209. E0pH> 0 = 90° total field pattern in dB for a 3\ x 3x plate.
Pattern maxima is 8.89 dB~?.- below principal polarization
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iFigure 214. EQpH, 6 = 90° field pattern in dB for a 6X x 6X plate.
Calculated pattern maxima is 17.78 dB below principal
polarization.
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SUMMARY
II In this work we extended the analysis presented in Chapter III
!J
iwhich was used to analyze the Echo width for a perfectly conducting
I G5
'strip illuminated by a homogeneous plane wave to analyze the RCS pat-
terns for perfectly conducing ^ [ate^fpf^gene^aJixis napes.
Typing Guide Paper
! xi The Equivalent Current concept was used to compute the contributions
i I|of edge diffraction mechanisms that involve single and multiply diffracted
f| rays. The Kouyoumjian-Pathak (K-P) form of the diffraction coefficient
n
Iwas used in conjunction with the Equivalent Currents when the higher
jorder edge interactions are involved. This procedure made it possible
"to compute the RCS of several finite plate geometries in the near edge
;on region more accurately in a manner comparable to the computations
for the infinite strip.
The broadside scattered fields for flat plates has in the past re-
iquired the use of a surface integral type of solution such as Physical '.
jOptics or the Physical Theory of Diffraction. Also the forward scattering
jtheorm has also been invoked to obtain a single point in the specular
Sdirection. The present solution uses the accuracy of present day digita'
•computers to obtain accurate RCS patterns in the region sufficiently
near the specular direction such that there is no need to use any of
these special procedures.
wave mechanisms inThere has been
the RCS community. In~th-i-s -d-isser-tat-ion^
ibr
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-$> solution involving the relatively new corner diffraction coefficient.
We have successfully shown that such ray mechanisms interact with the
plate edges and corners to give a very significant contribution to the
iRCS patterns. We have pointe'd^ ut'^ iWour' d'ts'clissions presented earlier
that these ray mechanisms interact differently with the plate structure
,depending on its geometry and have applied these techniques to analyze
:the scattering from several geometries for which no adequate prior analy-
jtic solution exists. Also these mechanisms become dominant when angles
(of incidence do not lie in the princip-alvplanes. Specific cases in-
[volving these general concepts are noted in the following paragraphs.(
| THESIS/ DISSERTATION
li The H-plane RCS patteyibifoj (augenenajlpshape plate illuminated by
!a plane wave was analyzed in Chapter IV. The Equivalent Current method
*was used to compute the contribution of the first order edge diffraction
to the RCS patterns. This proved to be sufficient to give good agree-
jment between calculated and measured results. However, at high frequen-ji
cies a recently understood edge wave mechanism gives a significant con-
tribution near the edge on region as was seen in the analysis of Northrop
fin. A comparison between using the EC method or the Corner diffraction'
method to compute the contribution of the first order diffraction mech- j
anism was also presented. The two methods gave comparable results; a :
?^ slight deviation was observed near the edge on region for some more com-ii • i
splicated plate geometries. However, this deviation increases more when
(computing the RCS in a pattern plane other than the principal ones.
( ;
The Corner diffraction method is a more accurate method due to the inher-
ent error associated with the EC concept as was discussed in Chapter IV.
The H-plane RCS pattern for a disk was also considered. Our re-
sults were compared to the exact solution and good agreement was ob-
tained near the main lobe region. However, the two results deviate
considerably near edge -|0ji: r^e^pn^Jier^thejtCireep-ing wave mechanism dom-
inate the pattern. Th-i-s mechan-i-sm-was-not tincluded ^
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In Chapter V, the E-plane patterns for a general shape plate were"
analyzed. This is a more complex problem since one has to include the
u
(effects of higher order diffraction mechanisms. Together with first2 inch Chapter Lino
Border edge diffraction, -the-effect—of—seeond-and third order edge dif-
.fractions were considered. The EC method was used to compute their con-
tributions to the E-plane RCS patterns. These interactions were found
ito be sufficient to produce good agreement between calculated and mea-
ijsured data for the plate size greater than a wavelength on a side. How-
Sever, for smaller size plates, fourth order edge diffraction terms or
even higher may be needed to produce satisfactory results. These edge
diffraction mechanismsTriaWe'ly^S'in'g'l'eiScioubil^^a'ndHriple diffraction,
were also used to compute^t^e'rE-<p1Jan1e! RC§'pp'attern for a disk. The agree-
jment between the calculated and the exact solutions was quite good.
A more detailed analysis of the effects of the higher order inter-
actions on the RCS pattern for a rectangular plate was presented in
r
('Chapter VI where two cases were considered. The first was the E-plane
^pattern where the EC method was again used to compute the contributions
of the single, double and triple edge diffraction mechanisms. Good
agreement between calculated and measured data was obtained throughout
the pattern for square plate sizes 4X and above. However, for 2X
square plate, slight deviation in the region of 30° from edge on was
^observed. It was shown that an edge wave mechanism had to be included
'to compensate for this deviation. In the second case, the computation
of the RCS pattern for a 2X square plate in a plane other than the prin-
cipal ones and for a vertically polarized incident plane wave was con-
sidered. Together with the single,double and triple edge diffraction mei
.an.isms.i .the' contributions".froiin the; newly dev_e-loped .edge wave .diffraction;
coefficient were included in the RCS pattern. The effects of double and
triple corner edge wave diffractions were analyzed and included in our
solution. The results 1wetre0ic'ompar'edPt6rMdme'nt1 Method patch mode solu-
tions [33] and good agreemenT"was "obtTined fbY Pt?hcee30ono?f0!therprinciepal
J ,-• , oplane cases. However, not as gpod agreement was obtained for the 45
1 inch
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and 60 of the principle plane cases. These higher order interactions.
a
were also found to contribute considerably to the cross-polarized RCS
patterns.
2 inch Chapter Lino
The same mechanisms discussed in Chapter VI were also used in Chap-
:
:ter VII to analyze the E^ and:.H-plane..RCS pattern for a triangular plate.
The calculated results were compared to measured data and the need for
j|a more accurate edge wave diffraction coefficient was clearly seen^from
[this comparison.^' Finally, the cross-polarized field patterns for a
fl
monopole mounted on a square plate is analyzed. The edge wave mechanism
was found to be the pr-i-nciple^source^iOf-ithi^ei^gs^-polarized field com-
ponent. The calculated results (Weneiccomp.ar.ed to MM solutions and also
ito measured data when available for different plate sizes and different
t
monopole locations. Quite good agreement was obtained for many cases.
lA. TOPICS FOR FURTHER WORK
| There are several research points that are available for further
{work associated with the method presented here to analyze the RCS pat
terns of plates. Some of these are:
I inch
[ 1. The use of the Corner diffraction method to compute the contri-
n
;butions of the double and triple or even higher order edge diffraction !
. - - ,  jt- , - *-
jmechanisms to the RCS patterns; This will eliminate the problems associ-t
t
i'ated with the geometry and accordingly will save considerable computertime and also correct for the errors introduced by the shadowing effectsidiscussed in Chapter V.
2. The development of a more accurate edge wave diffraction coef-
ficient; This should be done by first solving the basic corner dif-
fraction problem which ishpu1idg^eadn^o)t5rrnorre-Jaccurate corner diffrac-
tion coefficient which-is-st-i-ll-at-th-ts-poiint i:mct-ime;i-aa|h'euris'tn:caliliy-
derived expression.
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-£> The availability of such diffraction coefficients will enable us
5
to compute the contributions of the many higher order interactions
(involving the edge wave mechanism and the plate's edges and corners.
jOne such interaction is the Si'mulat:i'orPt'ofrtlhenCreeping wave mechanism
by the successive edge wave forward diffraction around the plate. Also
Ijone could study the cross-polarization RCS patterns from plates more
^accurately since the edge wave mechanism and the interactions associated
with it are one of the major sources of the cross-polarization effects
in RCS studies as was seen in Chapter VI. In addition, one could in-
vestigate the effect of the higher order diffraction mechanisms on RCS
pattern computations -jn^ .jD^ ne Ojther^Jhcin/xt-hieQprincipal ones but with
a PH-polarized incident pl^aneicwav.edffielrdapeSuch a problem is more complex
)than the one analyzed in Chapter VI. This will help to improve the re-
sults presented in Chapter VII for the H-plane RCS pattern for a tri-
angular plate.
3. The study presented in Chapter VIII on the cross-polarized
field of a monopole mounted on a square plate should be extended to
a multi-sided plate and arbitrary pattern cuts.
I inch
1st page Chapter end line
— —. . _ 1st page Chapter end line
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DETERMINATION OF ILLUMINATED REGION OF AN EDGE
In this section, we discuss the methods used to determine the extent
of the illumination of a second edge by the field diffracted from the
first edge.. In F igure^ 215)cwe< sjiowct^ -a^ b-i-trarjy edges, 1 and j, on
a flat plate. The fieldrdiiWirjactiedd-fromaiedge i is assumed to be a plane
wave. This field illuminates part of edge j. The position vectors
Redefine the location of the diffraction points QJ which define the
(lower/upper) bounds of the illuminated region on edge i. Similarly,
the vectors P"-? define the (lower/upper) bounds of the illuminated region
(2)
on edge j. The unit vector? which defines the direction of the ray
diffracted from edge i to edge j makes an angle $. with edge unit vector
j and is given by
6i = cos
•l U ~1h • ' (134)
As was stated in Chapter IV, the position vectors Cj, C.+1, C. and E. .
defines the corner locations of edges i and j respectively.
If we define the vectors, hi, and 7L as
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where h^and h-j, are the magnitude and unit vectors of h,.
2 2 2
A. CASE OF INTERSECTING VECTORS "h^ AND "h"2
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This case is illust-r>atiea1gin3lfii.gurle.£216.>where the angles BI and
Bo are defined by
i r/s * "]
B1 = cos x ei • hJ and
-i r ^  * 1B2 = cos -e1 • h2
The diffracted rays from edge i will not illuminate edge j if
(136) i
or B1
Once the fact that edge i illuminates edge j is established, one can
proceed to find the illuminated portion of edge j.
First, let us consider finding the lower bound of the illuminated i
region on edge j. Figure 217 defines the following variables ''!
Ul ' Cj - P2 = Ul Ul
page Chapter end line
and (1.37)
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I where U,' and U, are the magnitude and unit vectors of U,.
'i
j Based on the values of 3^-apci-anfrl-a^ttoneLhas; to consider the follow-
ing cases.
1 inch
Case a: a, < 3. < cu ^
Figure 218 defines the geometry for this case. The different par-
ameters are defined as follows:
9. = cos
J
-1
3- = cos
J
-1
-e
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(138)
5 ui
r = — - sin 6.
sin B, J
and
r = r I
The illuminated region upper bound location on edge i is given by the
vector F2, and that of the lower bound on edge j is given by
Case b: 6 .
The geometry for this case is shown in Figure 219:. The parameters j
shown are defined as follows j
1st page Chapter end line i
— • > => 1st page Chapter end line \
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f \ inch4——>
r,= r' I
|i In this case, the location of the illuminated region lower bound on
i edge j is given by
= r
l Cj
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and that of the upper bound on edge i is modified to be
- r
For the special case 3.. = oip the location of the upper bound on edge
i is not modified and that of the lower bound on edge j is given by
Equation (140).
To find the location of the illuminated region upper bound on edqe 'ij, one proceeds in a similar manner as above. Figure 220 defines the \
\ geometry involved where \
-
 fl and
(141)
= cos
.. )
! where V and are the magnitude and unit vectors of V,. Depending
. ^n o^p^rteSIon the values of 3 . rf^n^ ^p^rtoeSgnJV3ir the following
"
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Figure 22-1 "defines the igedmeCryiip'ar.arne.ter-s where
Vi= cos"
r =
s in B-
J
sin 9,
r = r I
and
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(142)
The location of the illuminated region lower bound on edge i is given
by Fj and that of the upper bound on edge j is given by
P = P + r
Case d: >
This case is illustrated in Figure 222". We define
sin B.
sin and
r = r I
In this case, the location of the upper bound on edge j is given by
2 ~ Cj+l 1st page Chapter end line (143)
— — —• —•—-—. ~= 1st page Chapter end lino
and the lower bound on edge i is modified as
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Figure 221? Determination of "illuminated region low
and upper bound on edge j for case c.
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Figure 222. Determination of^ Ji 11 unrniated^region 1ower-,[.b^)ijnedronnejdgeni;
and upper bound on edge j for case d.
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In the special case i. of the lower bound on
= IT - B1 (144)
The ray diffracted from edge i will not illuminate edge j if
TT < vp < 3
.where $. and B2 are defined in Equations (l34, 136\
Based on the value of $i and YI defined in Equations (134) and
(141), one has to consider the following cases:
Case e; < YI
1st page Chapter end line
F igure \225- illustrates -thts- case- wherest Pa9e Chapter encJ line
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edge i is not modified and that of the upper bound on edge j is given
by Equation (j43).
B. CASE OF NON-INTERSECTING VECTORS \ AND "n"2
When the vectors^ and ~h~2 shown in Figure 216: do not intersect,
one has to consider th.e-]twgispecii:a;l3:Gasesr.shownMn Figure 223-. where
i; the extension of one edge/rp%'s"se9Lt:hrbulghx!:t:h'e physical limits of the
; other edge defined by its corners.
Consider first the case shown in Figure 223-a and examine Figure |
!j 224 where we show the method used to find whether the ray diffracted j
|j from edge i illuminates (hits) edge j. Define
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Figure 223. Cases of non-.TnteKsect-ing-vectctes TnacandQu^pter end line
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r2 =
sin 8.
rl = rl
— v. •
r2 = r2 I
sin 9,
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and
where h2, e.., V^ and 9..+1 are defined in Equations (135), (138), (141),
and (142) respectively. The position vectors of the lower and upper
bounds of the illuminated region on edge j are given by
and
(146)
Case f : &. Q^
The geometry associated with this case is shown in Figure 226.-
i The illuminated region lower bound position vector is given by Equation
(146) and that for the upper bound is given by
1st page Chapter end line
In this case, the locatfiolT of fh~eTower~bound of9fhe "iffumfnSed regi'
on edge i has to be modified. , We
on
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sin Y-I and
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-Vrl = rl
Thus,
Now let us consider the case shown in Figurejm-b;".' The method used to
' . THESIS/ DlSSt-klATluN
I determine whether the r^ ji^ rgct^ f 1:051^ 96 1 illuminates edge j,
j is shown in Figure :227>5
If
TT < 8i
then the ray diffracted from edge i will not illuminate edge j. 3. and
Bj'are defined in Equations (134) and (136). Depending on the values
\ of 3i and o^ defined in Equations (134) and (137), one has to con-
I sider the following casesr:;
t ;
!
Case g: 31Oa1
Figure 228 illustrates this case. We define
ipi = cos" 1 • h.
1 L !*• j
e1 = IT - \jij_ - 3 . ,
^ 1st page Chapter end line
0 h" — > — -=> 1st page
- 1
, 'i s m o - i and
sin $. L
 LA_ .iv^r MNf
(147)
Chapter end line
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Figure 227: Method used-to,determi.ne_i.f-edge;ti piaBumanatieseedgetqj iwhen
does 'not;"fntePs"ectcTvA(case-of Figure 203-b).
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Figure 228. Determination of ;the--t<TTuminated r°e^nS'owefeiana?nuippere
bounds on edge j for case g.
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thus
O
rl = rl and
•f, >\; i
|j where, hp Up Bj and 0. are as defined in Equations (135), (137), and
I (138) respectively. The position vector of the lower and upper bounds
i of the illuminated regi'io,n£:pji£e,dge)7J3:aiteF<thenrg.i)ven by, .^-
r Typing Guide Paper
,i • •
I! PI = ^  + r2 and
j (148)
! ~5J - ~5' j. ~Z
'
:
 2 1 1 *
Case h: <
This case is illustrated in Figure 229 where the upper bound posi
tion vector of the illuminated region on edge j is given by Equation
(148) and that of the lower bound is given by
"P J =Pl
For this case the location of the upper bound of the illuminated region
on edge i is modified as follows:
-
 Ul
r2 =- and- sin 0.+1Sin 0. 1st page Chapter end line
1st page Chapter end line
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It should be noted that the techniques shown in this Appendix were used
to handle the geometry problem associated with the different plates
| analyzed in our work. However, depending on the plate geometry to be
I analyzed, one may have to consider other cases associated with the de-
termination of the illuminated region on an edge.
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EQUIVALENT CURRENT FORMULATION
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From Equations (19) and (20) one has for the Electric and Magnetic
Equivalent Currents corresponding to the first order diffraction:
Zok sin -o
Im - J Gm(n.<M')
Z0k
(1-49)
£ (150)!
where
IT
cos - - cos
(151)
('152)
i
t)),*' and 30 are defined in Figure 1 and Ejan, Hjan are the incident \
field components tangential to the edge. The superscripts on I1?;.x define
type of current, electric or magnetic and the subscripts define the j
order of diffraction. :
The plane wave incident fields are given by
. /Js'1" ^a^o .Chapter end line
*" Ey y */ z"'"2'" >e -"™ ~= 1st page Chapter enci.= (E
4
uvn
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E1 x H1 = - , and
.
I is the unit vector in direction of propagation, g
y sine1 PH1 + z cose1
x sine1 cos PH1 +
where
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6 , PH are the e and PH angles of incidence defined in the standard
spherical coordinate system.
From Equations (153 and 154), one can define
E1 = E1Han b (155)
(156)
thwhere ep = xpx + y y + z z is the p edge unit vector
The Equivalent Electric Current vector on edge p is then given
by
sin
(157)
or
*>
(158)
1st page Chapter end line
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Similarly, the Equiva/lientsl^agnefoiie^uriKen'tni'sDgjiven by
Typing Guide Paper
_ 2j
-
Ii ^ ^ ^
'V V • (159)
or
where (160)
k sin
m
k sin' (P)
„ -
+
 VP + - and
2jG (n,*,*1
k sin B )
. II — ii — \ —
+
 Vp + HZZp' 2P '
where I are the x, y, z rectangular components of the electric
fyj 1st page Chapter end line
and magnetic Equival em •currents': ' -~ Ist pa9e ChaPter end line
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total scattered field are given oyT
t mC J. n"l
1Q'\ r\ 5M(PH) CPHJ (PHJ- 2 inch Chapter Line (161) ,_\ inch ^
where the superscript t indicates total field, e and m indicate fields
due to Electric or magnetic equivalent currents.
a-jkr
4ir (l"J sin PH - l"J cos PH)
(I® cos0 sine)
Typing Guide Paper
(162)
edge p
Ft = jk e"J'krtPH 4ri r cose cos PH + l"J cose sin PH - Im sine)
sin PH - if, cos PH)y
(163)
edge p
where
g' = x1 sine cos PH + y1 sine sin PH + z1 cose
and x1, y', z1 defines the location of an arbitrary point on edge p.
The integral shown in Equations (162, 163) is given by
1st page Chapter end line
/
edge p
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£ defines the length of edge p,
- yr
r
 a = sine cos PH + sine1 cos PH1,
b = sine sin PH + sine1 sin PH1,
c = cose + cose1,
A = axp + byp + c7p and
B = ax,, + by,, + czn.
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Note that for backscattery0=ieg andiBH =°.RHer
and x , y , z are the rectangular components of corner p.; position
vector.
i
"x , y , "z are the corresponding components of edge p unit vector.
For the higher order diffraction terms, only Magnetic Equivalent
Currents are needed. These currents are derived in a similar way as
shown above. Figure 230 illustrates the double diffraction case from
edge p to q. The unit vectors I and d define the incidence and dif-
(P)fraction directions. 0/' and Q' define the diffraction points on
edge p and q respectively. S, is the distance between Q^ and
The diffracted field from edge p is incident on edge q and is given
by
i ( q ) < q > . -
1 inch
H1 (QVH')
1 1st page Chapter end line
1st page Chapter end l
_Eqiujj/jale^ —
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• 1st oa.qo Chapter end line ,Figure 230. Parameters definition associated with doublj; ed^e^ijfraction
mechanism.
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jj Substituting Equations Ql65) into ((1^6)7,one gets
(2)
j'TT/4 ^
Typing Guide Paper0
^ \
6q)
In a similar way to Equation (160)", we can write
i ' *t' ; , _ . ' . *
m m
.(167)
(168) j
Using Equation ((W) into Equations fl62,^ 163) with the Electric Equiv-
alent Current set to zero, one can get the required scattered field.
Note that the integration in this case must be computed numerically
and that the integration is only over the illuminated part of edge q.
The third order diffraction mechanism is shown in Figure'231.:,
The field diffracted from eo^eeqS^^ow"tfte^cuient field on edge v.
. . . . . . ... r~.—• —• —• r~' a 1st Pa9e Chapter er/r.1 \linoNote that as in the strip case, there are 4 rays incident on Qv ' which
will contribute to the total dj/ffractedvft>igld.
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Figure 2317? Parameter
mechanism.
i ^  (triple edge diffraction
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The incident field on edge V is
-jks
-,/ s.
f\o i
CPo
4^
inch
' '(169)
iThe •£• factor is introduced because of grazing incidence, and
(P)
3.(q)
-jks 1
also
(L.o.o.Bi1") =
.-JTT/4
sin60q)
Using Equations '.(IS^ TlZO^ , one can write for the third order Magnetic
Equivalent Current
P
sins (q)o —"o
-jks, -jks.
,
or
( (171)
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Using Equation (172) and the radiation integral, one can find the far
scattered field due to third order edge diffraction. The integration
in this case is also computed numerically and the integration is car-
ried out over the illuminated portion of edge V.
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|EDGE WAVE FORMULATION ;
j
Consider Figure\232 which shows a monopole mounted on a perfectly
conducting plate. The field radiated by the monopole is diffracted :
by corner #2 (C2) along edge #1. Note that the field on the plate sur-
face is cross-polarized with respect to the diffracted field. Let us ;
consider just one edgePHE5^myar[»yesujlitsrwii)-l-ih.0vld for the other edges, i
Typing Guide Paper j
1 inch
PERFECTLY CONDUCTING PLATE
#2
MONOPOLE
(2) (4)
(3)
#4
(a) FRONT VIEW
/Si
(b) SIDE,-VIEW
Figure :23.2,. Edge wave mechanism associated with the radiation problem.
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-£» The corner diffracted field is given by
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CC(QP)
.(cos 60 -cos 8C)
and
r fn ^ - "^L» _, L I Uf- I —
s,hvxE'
'
J1T/4
± F [kLa(6+)]
cos B+/2
The function F(x) was
where
±
B = <1> ± A"
4ir
F [kLa;(6')J
cos
+
La(e+)/X
-Bc)
-M
La(B")/X
"(174.)
-Bc)
(175)
= 2 c o s ( B / 2 )
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for spherical wave incidence. Figure 233 defines the corner diffraction i
•<± inch Chapter Line '
problem. For the case shown-in-F-tgure-232—the-edge diffraction point '
QE is located at infinity, accordingly, we can define a normal distance
from the monopole to the edge, i.e., i
S = S sinB = S1 sinBn c* c o and
and
S, S1, S" +
2
L -»• S' sin
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, therefore
= Sn sinBQ = Sc sinBc sinBQ , and
Using the fact that
F(x)~
F 2kL cos
"
I/H
 eJA for x very small.
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Figure .,233. Parameter definition associated with the corner
diffraction problem.
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Substituting Equations (176, 177) into Equations (174, 175) one gets ;
4rd>' ,T
2
fltill
'or
2^
n
2S
TT-6,
'sin| s1n|"
A'
f
A
cos| cos
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Substituting Equation (r7^pi'l>7j9)3q'h.to (-Ic7i30:r and note that
s
' -*^\/— , one obtains
s_
(179)
Et
^ = <
E (ew)S
(180)
where;
DV C 1
e- jV4 (1+ cos Bc) ,
rt /O •*
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U< inch Equation (181') gives the diffraction coefficient associated with the
edge wave mechanism.
A similar result could be obtained for the scattering problem showm -
in Figure 234ix The diffracted field is given by:
'-(182)
From Equations ,(180") and ;:(182.) and based on previous experience with
GTD method, one can write the following for the edge wave field
- end line
1st page Chapter end line
_
 v
V 1
E6:
E.
I .* <
> = 4
E- (0 ) D^ew^ fs A. *' 8)B* ^c' s \ » <P» <P » PC/
i / \ (ew^ / \E >(Q ) DL ( s , < L < b , p )
w .<ji c h c
p-jkse
V^
e-J'ks (183)
SS.
where L =•
Note that Equation '(483}) is only used when either the receiver or the
transmitter is in the far field region, i.e., either S or S is °° .
A. DISCUSSION 2 inch Chapter Line
The Edge wave mechanism is another form of a surface wave. It
is guided by the plate edges and it radiates only at discontinuities
such as plate corners.
The Edge wave formulation presented here has some limitations
since its derivation is based/on the empirically derived corner dif-
fraction coefficient [l9J . Such limitatio'hs are:
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(a) FRONT VIEW (b) SIDE VIEW
| Figure 1234.. Edge wave mechanism associated with the scattering
' problem.
1. It is only valid for the far field case. ,
2. If one examines Figure C23^ f and considers the case shown in
Figure 23§;/for the soft boundary condition case, Equation (181)
will predict zero field for the case in Figure >£35> (<|>=00) and
a finite value for the case_in Figure .234-(4=180°). This dis-k± men Cnaptefr i_me T
continuity of the-fietd-rs~due-to~the-fact that the Corner dif-
fraction formulation assumes an infinite half plane exists for
the case shown in Figure'235^and accordingly a diffracted field
term associated with the reflected field exists which causes the
field cancellation to satisfy the boundary condition on the in-
finite half plane. i
isi. pa.yc Uiiaptor of id linu
— . . —= 1st page Chapter end line
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These limitations can be eliminated:' by' property solving the canon-
• , . , ,. T.vnLna {S.uide Paperical problem of corner diffraction.
:.nch-
(2) (4)
(3)
Figure 235. Effect of halfppilraneComre'dge wav'elmechanism.
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SELF-CONSISTENT UTD FORMULATION FOR THE ECHO WIDTH
OF A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING STRIP
The analysis used here is based on the self-consistent (SC) UTD
solution. This technique has been pointed out by Rudduck [45J . Wang
[46J , used this method to compute the scattered fields from infinitely-
long perfectly conductT^gE§/n^/x ^J^SiSiBrT^p^et. al., [24! , analyzec
typing Guide Haper L J
the scattering from a perfectly conducting strip for the TE case.
His solution is based on using the diffraction function Vg obtained
by Pauli j^ 47J for a perfectly conducting wedge in the self-consistent
formulation, to compute the scattered field due to the multiply dif-
fracted rays between the strip edges.
Here, a self consistent UTD formulation is presented using the
Kouyoumjian - Pathak (K-P) form of the diffraction coefficient and the
results are compared with the exact Mathieu solution.
< i~\
The strip geometry is shown in Figure "226 ,, where the incident
plane wave field is given by
jk(x.
H1 = z
 e
A. THE SELF-CONSISTENT UTD FORMULATION
(184)
For the TEZ case, the total backscattered field consists of singly
and multiply diffracted fields between the strip edges. The multiply-
.._, , 1st page Chan<-=u~ end Air>o
diffracted rays are due to those
 ;waves travel ing,-at least once-,.'.
.ne
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Figure 236. Strip geomlftrFuSecF ^ n UTD solution.
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along the surface of the strip. There are infinitely many of these, J
waves on each side of the strip. The self-consistent UTD concept !
combines all these waves on each face into two surface waves travel-
ing in opposite direction?- wi'tfr u'rvk'now'ff'comp'Tex amplitudes as shown
in Figure 237.
B. ANALYSIS
The total backscattered field can be written as
• i i ' l IU /
t THESIS/ DISSERTATION (185)
Typing Guide Paper
where the subscript indicates total and the superscripts sd and md indi-j
cate single diffraction and multiple diffraction respectively, and
HH
sd uH(2) (186)
STRIP
( I)
TOP SIDE (+)
C2 C4
BOTTOM SIDE (-)
(2)
1st page Chapter end line
— — — . » 1st page Chapter end line
Figure 237. Self-consistent UTD concept.
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where H^ and H/2j are the single diffracted field from edges 1 and-2-;-
They are respectively given by Equations (40) and (41), and
2 inch Chapter Lineumd umd umdHt = H(l) + H(2) (187)
where H1 , are the total multiply diffracted fields from edges
1 and 2 respectively and are given by
ClDh C2Dh
md
(2)
1
2
-Jkp,
(188)
(189)
where Dh(L,<j>,<t>') is given by Equation (46) and the £ is due to grazing
incidence.
From Equation (46), one gets
Dh(a,27T-<J>{,o) = -Dh
Dh(a,TT+<()J,o) = -Dh (
and
Equations (188)1 (189) thenrr,educe; to
rr\r\ "]
=
 7
rJ'kP
,md _ 1
V) = 2
-jkp.
(190)
(191)
1 inch
The complex amplitudes Cj, C2, C3 and C4 are determined by a self-con- \
sistent field procedure. AtLedge 1, one can write
12 Dh(|,o,o) + C4Dh(|,2TT,o) (192)
-3S2.
1 inch
\% inch
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c2 - 2 C4Dh(|,o,o)
Pago *
-jka
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The first term on the R-H^ S.^ Ejifgblg.^  [192) and (193) represents . i
 lnch
the field at edge 1 due-t-o-t-he-r ay-configuration shown in Figure (238- ' *
a and b) respectively, and is given by
jka -jka .
— -
(194)
H12 = ~H12 = "A ' (195)
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
and the second term on th^epnicghfeLofdeEqiPatJons (192) and (193) represents
the field at edge 1 due to all edge diffracted rays traveling to the
left on the top and bottom side of the strip except those shown in Fig-
ure (238 t a and
 :~b), res pect iyeTy.
Since Dh (|,2ir,o) = -Dh (|,o,o) , then
:1 = A + ? (C3 - C4) Dh (|,o,o) , and (195) i
JAB/SO
TOP SIDE
(I)
STRIP
(a)
(2)
STRIP
(Ds-
BOTTOM SIDE
(b)
Figure 238. Ray configuration.AforiseilfrGonsistent anal.ys.ls..
AJ ____ ; ____________
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C? . -A -I (C3-C4) Dh(f..«) i=, . (i6-
V
From Equations (195) and (196), one gets
2 inch Chapter Line
Cl ' -C2
Similarly, one can prove that
c3 = -c4
(197)
(198)
From Equations (197) and-inCl&S.} / oTieScmFw7fi-t¥lON
Typing Guic
,
 p-Jka
C - A + P D ( n rOLl L3uh l?»°'0' I ,V a
C3 B + ClDh (?,o,o) ^
or
C1 = A + M C3 , and
C3 = B + M Cj_ .
iiin^v*A D — • M i ^ ^ j . l i ^h v ' » ^1 > / » »v^
M - D fa n n^ e
h V' ' ' 1 ^ *V a
e Paper
, and (199)
(200)
(201)
(202)
nd
Equations (201) and (202) are two simultaneous linear equations from
which C, and Cq can be found. This gives1
 ° 1st page Chapter end line
r _ A + MB . ~~
i>1 o > all Q
1 - M LAST -n
= 1st page Chapter end line
(203)
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Substituting Equations (197),
£— b
one gets '
Page #
and (191) respectively,
Hmd _ r nH(l) ~ Ll Uh
,md
"
jkp
-Jkp
(205)
(206)
THESIS/ DISSERTATION
The multiply diffracted-f^ldi, G_anift@wFbep|pund by substituting Equations
(203), (204) into (205) and (206) respectively.
The total backscattered field in the half space 0 _< <J> _< IT can now
be found by substituting Equations (186) and (187) into (185). The
field in the other half space IT _< <|> _< 2ir is the opposite sign of that
in the half space 0 _< <j> <_ 11.
The above analysis is used to compute the E-plane echo width pat-
terns for different strip sizes. The results are compared to the exact
solution for the strip in terms of Mathieu functions. The data pre-
sented here is normalized to broadside level.
The E-plane echo width pattern for a 3x wide strip is shown in
Figure 239. The agreement between the SC solution and the exact one
is good throughout the pattern. Note that the SC solution gives the
same result as that obtained by considering the contribution of single,
double and triple edge diffraction mechanisms. This is clearly seen
by comparing Figure 19 and 239. The E-plane pattern for a 1.42X wide
strip is shown in Figun%t24hOu.geThe1Jr(es:ulte^Sj compared with a Reaction
method solution obtained -by-R-ichmond-L'4s] , landpthe; twd.a^es'.u^lt-s-Kagf'ees
very well. Figure 241 shows the E-plane pattern results for a 0.25X
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wide strip. The result deviates appreciably for angles of incidence-
less than 40° from edge on. This deviation is caused by the failure
of our model to account for the true nature of the diffracted fields
on the surface of the strfp itfifhTehcw'a~sota'srsum4dirto be a homogeneous cyl-
indrical wave. The SC method will give satisfactory results for strip
widths as low as 0.65X. Figures 242 and 243, show the TE broadside
echo width for different strip widths. The SC results are compared to
the exact and the reaction method solutions [48| and good agreement
is obtained. The TM broadside echo width is shown in Figure 244, where
the SC method result is compared to the exact solution I49J . The ag-
reement between the twoHce;suJ.t/s
Typing Guide Paper
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Figure 242. TE2, broadside echo width for a perfectly conducting strip '
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